
Router/Bridge Linux Firewall 
Zeroshell is a Linux distribution for servers and embedded devices aimed at providing 
the main network services a LAN requires. It is available in the form of Live CD or 
Compact Flash image and you can configure and administer it using your web browser. 
The main features of this Linux distribution for Network Appliances are listed below:  
 
 

 
Zeroshell Web GUI. Click for larger image. 

 

• Load Balancing and Failover of multiple Internet connections;  
• UMTS/HSDPA connections by using 3G modems;  
• RADIUS server for providing secure authentication and automatic management 

of the encryption keys to the Wireless 802.11b, 802.11g and 802.11a networks 
supporting the 802.1x protocol in the EAP-TLS, EAP-TTLS and PEAP form or 
the less secure authentication of the client MAC Address; WPA with TKIP and 
WPA2 with CCMP (802.11i complaint) are supported too; the RADIUS server 
may also, depending on the username, group or MAC Address of the supplicant, 
allow the access on a preset 802.1Q VLAN;  

• Captive Portal to support the web login on wireless and wired networks. 
Zeroshell acts as gateway for the networks on which the Captive Portal is active 
and on which the IP addresses (usually belonging to private subnets) are 
dynamically assigned by the DHCP. A client that accesses this private network 
must authenticate itself through a web browser using Kerberos 5 username and 
password before the Zeroshell's firewall allows it to access the public LAN. The 
Captive Portal gateways are often used to provide authenticated Internet access 
in the HotSpots in alternative to the 802.1X authentication protocol too 
complicated to configure for the users. Zeroshell implements the functionality of 
Captive Portal in native way, without using other specific software as NoCat or 
Chillispot;  



• QoS (Quality of Service) management and traffic shaping to control traffic over a 
congested network. You will be able to guarantee the minimum bandwidth, limit 
the max bandwidth and assign a priority to a traffic class (useful in latency-
sensitive network applications like VoIP). The previous tuning can be applied on 
Ethernet Interfaces, VPNs, bridges and VPN bondings. It is possible to classify 
the traffic by using the Layer 7 filters that allow the Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) 
which can be useful to shape VoIP and P2P applications;  

• HTTP Proxy server which is able to block the web pages containing virus. This 
feature is implemented using the ClamAV antivirus and HAVP proxy server. The 
proxy server works in transparent proxy mode, in which, you don't need to 
configure the web browsers of the users to use it, but the http requests will be 
automatically redirected to the proxy;  

• Wireless Access Point mode with Multiple SSID and VLAN support by using WiFi 
network cards based on the Atheros chipsets. In other words, a Zeroshell box 
with one of such WiFi cards could become a IEEE 802.11a/b/g Access Point 
providing reliable authentication and dynamic keys exchange by 802.1X and 
WPA protocols. Of course, the authentication takes place using EAP-TLS and 
PEAP over the integrated RADIUS server;  

• Host-to-lan VPN with L2TP/IPsec in which L2TP (Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol) 
authenticated with Kerberos v5 username and password is encapsulated within 
IPsec authenticated with IKE that uses X.509 certificates;  

• Lan-to-lan VPN with encapsulation of Ethernet datagrams in SSL/TLS tunnel, 
with support for 802.1Q VLAN and configurable in bonding for load balancing 
(band increase) or fault tolerance (reliability increase);  

• Router with static and dynamic routes (RIPv2 with MD5 or plain text 
authentication and Split Horizon and Poisoned Reverse algorithms);  

• 802.1d bridge with Spanning Tree protocol to avoid loops even in the presence 
of redundant paths;  

• 802.1Q Virtual LAN (tagged VLAN);  
• Firewall Packet Filter and Stateful Packet Inspection (SPI) with filters applicable 

in both routing and bridging on all type of interfaces including VPN and VLAN;  
• It is possible to reject or shape P2P File Sharing traffic by using IPP2P iptables 

module in the Firewall and QoS Classifier;  
• NAT to use private class LAN addresses hidden on the WAN with public 

addresses;  
• TCP/UDP port forwarding (PAT) to create Virtual Servers. This means that real 

server cluster will be seen with only one IP address (the IP of the virtual server) 
and each request will be distributed with Round Robin algorithm to the real 
servers;  

• Multizone DNS server with automatic management of the Reverse Resolution in-
addr.arpa;  

• Multi subnet DHCP server with the possibility to fix IP depending on client's MAC 
address;  

• PPPoE client for connection to the WAN via ADSL, DSL and cable lines 
(requires a suitable MODEM);  

• Dynamic DNS client used to easily reach the host on WAN even when the IP is 
dynamic;  

• NTP (Network Time Protocol) client and server for keeping host clocks 
synchronized;  

• Syslog server for receiving and cataloging the system logs produced by the 
remote hosts including Unix systems, routers, switches, WI-FI access points, 
network printers and others compatible with the syslog protocol;  

• Kerberos 5 authentication using an integrated KDC and cross-authentication 
between realms;  

• LDAP, NIS and RADIUS authorization;  
• X509 certification authority for issuing and managing electronic certificates;  
• Unix and Windows Active Directory interoperability using LDAP and Kerberos 5 

cross realm authentication.  

The following features will be available in the near future and included in the 
release 1.0.0:  



• Arpwatch monitor for monitoring ARP events on the LAN such as duplication of 
IP addresses, flip-flops and other faults;  

• Host-to-lan VPN with PPTP protocol (Point to Point Tunneling Protocol), MPPE 
(Microsoft Point to Point Encryption) and GRE tunneling;  

The following features will be available in the next releases newer than 1.0.0:  

• IMAP v4 server to manage the mailboxes with the authentication provided by the 
integrated Kerberos 5 server;  

• SMTP server to receive, send and route mails depending on SMTP routing map 
stored on the integrated LDAP server. The incoming and outcoming mails are 
spam and virus checked by the antispam and antivirus filters auto updated from 
Internet. Moreover, the supported dynamic DNS client, that automatically 
updates DNS MX record, makes possible to have a mail server for a domain also 
if the WAN IP address is not statically assigned.  

• Smart Card authentication using PKINIT protocol that combines Kerberos 5 
credentials and X.509 certificates. Unfortunately, unlike the other features, it is 
not possible to support Smartcard authentication in short time because MIT 
Kerberos v5 does not implement PKINIT protocol yet.  

Zeroshell is a Live CD distribution, meaning that it is not necessary to install it on the 
hard disk since it can operate directly from the CDROM on which it is distributed. 
Obviously, the database, containing all the data and settings, can be stored on ATA, 
SATA, SCSI and USB disks. Any security Bug Fixes can be downloaded from the 
automatic update system via Internet and installed in the database. These patches will 
be automatically removed from the database by subsequent releases of the Zeroshell 
Live CD already containing the updates.  

It is also available a 512MB Compact Flash image useful if you have to boot your box 
from this device instead from CDROM for example in the embedded devices for network 
appliances. The Compact Flash image has 400MB available to store the configuration 
and data.  

The name Zeroshell underlines the fact that although it is a Linux system (traditionally 
administrable from a shell), all the administration operations can be carried out via Web 
interface: indeed, after having assigned an IP address via a VGA or serial terminal, 
simply connect to the assigned address by means of a browser to configure everything. 
Zeroshell was successfully tested to work with Firefox 1.0.6+, Internet Explorer 6+, 
Netscape 7.2+ e Mozilla 1.7.3+.  

Building Zeroshell 

Zeroshell is not based on an already existing distribution as for example Knoppix is 
based on Debian. The author has compiled the whole software of which the distribution 
is composed starting from the source code in the tar.gz or tar.bz2 packets. The compiler 
gcc and the glibcs of the GNU have been compiled too and have had the so-called 
phase of bootstrap in which they have recompiled themselves more times. This has 
been necessary to optimize the compiler and to eliminate every dependence from the 
glibcs of the system from which the first compilation took place. Some of the initialization 
scripts, as well as the guidelines followed by the author are those of Linux From 
Scratch. For a list of the used software look here. 



Traffic graphics and statistics using 
MRTG 
Displaying statistical graphics to assess the use of the Internet access band is 
considered an optional feature of a router. Yet, it is important to know this information to 
understand whether in Internet access there are inefficiencies due to poor band 
distribution among the traffic types (VoIP, WWW, P2P, FTP, ...) competing to use the 
Internet connection. 
Lots of routers use SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) to export the value of 
incoming and outgoing traffic counters for each of the network interfaces. Using 
software such as MRTG (Multi Router Traffic Grapher) it is possible to repeatedly, and 
at regular time intervals, run SNMP queries towards these routers and save the traffic 
counters. Once this is done, MRTG enables the graphic analysis, via a browser, of 
incoming and outgoing traffic progression from the router interfaces. 
 

 
Example of MRTG graphic relating to WWW classified traffic 

 
 
Zeroshell does not follow this export strategy using SNMP (see note *), but integrates 
MRTG directly within to enable the analysis of parameters which go well beyond those 
obtained using SNMP. In virtue of this, the following parameters can be analysed 
directly from the Zeroshell web interface: 

• System load 
• Number of active connections (TCP/UDP) from and to Internet; 
• Incoming and outgoing interface traffic, whether an Ethernet card, a VLAN 

802.1q, a VPN, a bridge, a bond, a PPPoE connection (e.g. ADSL) or a 3G 
mobile connection (e.g. UMTS/HSDPA); 

• Traffic classified by traffic shaping in a determined QoS class (VoIP, HTTP, peer 
to peer, ...) in relation to the overall interface outgoing traffic; 



• Balancing of Internet traffic on various WAN Gateways (Load Balancing and 
Failover) compared to the total traffic from and to Internet. 

The remainder of the document is sub-divided into the following sections: 

• System load average 
• Active TCP/UDP connections 
• Traffic incoming and outgoing from a network interface 
• Traffic graphics sub-divided by QoS classes 
• Traffic distribution on Internet Gateways in load balancing 
• MRTG activation on Zeroshell  

o Activation keys 

System load average 

The statistical information on Load Average does not directly cover network traffic, but is 
however useful to understand whether the router hardware resources (the processor in 
particular) are a bottleneck for the LAN and slows down connections independent of the 
band available on the access links to the Internet. For a system load graphic click on the 
[Graphics] link in the frame on the top right. A window appears like the one displayed 
below.  
 

 
Graphic relating to system load 

 
 
The average load calculated every 5 minutes multiplied by 100 is taken into 
consideration. The percentage of system use (reported in round brackets) takes into 
account the number of router CPU. In other words, let's assume a load of 100 on a 
system with 2 processors, the percentage of use indicated is 50%. Therefore the critical 
threshold for which the router can be suspected of being a bottleneck is 200 equal to 
100% use. 
 
The factors mainly contributing to CPU use in increasing order are:  



• Firewall Rules, QoS classification and manual Load Balancing 
• Firewall Rules and QoS that use the Layer 7 filters to run the DPI when a lot of 

connections are present. Note that the L7 filters inspect the content of the 
packets only as soon as a connection is established, while the remainder are 
identified using Connection Tracking. This highlights that the application level 
filters do not load the system based on the band used, but on the basis of the 
number of new TCP/UDP connections opened. 

• Writing the result of Connection Tracking in the logs. Keeping track of the 
TCP/UDP connections is not a very wasteful functionality in terms of CPU. Yet, it 
can be if the system is configured to register connections (source IP, source 
port, destination IP, destination port) in the logs. 

• Captive Portal active on a LAN with plenty of active clients, but not yet 
authenticated. Often, the presence of WORMs or other software that use the 
TCP 80 and 443 ports for requests other than classic HTTP/HTTPS requests 
can make the situation worse. 

• Use of the transparent proxy http with antivirus (ClamAV) or a filter on web 
content (DansGuardian). In fact, having to examine the content of web pages will 
inevitably heavily occupy the CPU. In such cases, it is necessary to also ensure 
an adequate RAM quantity to avoid disk swapping. 

Active TCP/UDP connections 

The progression of the number of active connections is a good index to monitor network 
activity. For example, a high number of connections could mean file exchanges using 
P2P techniques.  
 

 
Graphic relating to the number of active connections 

 
 
Remember that Zeroshell is different from certain routers that forget TCP connections 
over a short timeout period, because it is configured to keep track of connections which 
do not exchange traffic even for long periods of time (e.g. interactive SSH sessions in 
IDLE for days). If on the one hand this is an advantage, on the other, where connections 



are not correctly closed, it can cause connections to be saved that haven't been active 
for some time. If you wish to set a timeout for TCP connections, set the parameter 
/proc/sys/net/netfilter/nf_conntrack_tcp_timeout_established to the number of seconds 
after which a connection is considered expired, after inactivity, and therefore cancelled 
by the Connection Tracking tables.  

Traffic incoming and outgoing from a network interface 

The traditional use of MRTG is to enable traffic monitoring of the network interfaces of a 
router both upstream and downstream. The same graphic tracks the incoming traffic in 
GREEN, while outgoing traffic is in BLUE.  
 

 
Graphic relating to incoming and outgoing network interface traffic 

 
 
The percentages refer, where possible, to the maximum band the interface can support. 
Zeroshell enables the traffic graphic to be obtained in download/upload of the following 
interface types: Ethernet, VPN, PPPoE and 3G. The same can be said for interface 
combinations such as bonds and bridges and for VLAN 802.1q. Furthermore, if 
Zeroshell is used as a Wi-Fi Access Point with multiple SSID, it is possible to obtain the 
traffic graphic for each SSID.  

Traffic graphics sub-divided by QoS classes 

If traffic shaping is active on a network interface, it is possible to display the graphic 
relating to the outgoing traffic classified by traffic type. The diagram of the total traffic 
outgoing from the interface is tracked in BLUE, while the traffic classified in the chosen 
QoS class is in GREEN.  
 



 
Graphic relating to traffic per QoS class 

 
 
The colour AMBER represents the QoS percentage of use compared to the total 
interface traffic. Therefore, the figure displayed above easily shows that the VoIP 
outgoing, ETH03 interface traffic is on average 4% of the total traffic, with peaks 
reaching 33%.  

Traffic distribution on Internet Gateways in load 
balancing 

Thanks to Net Balancer, Zeroshell can distribute Internet access traffic over multiple 
WAN connections which can be xDSL, 3G or another. Balancing can be automatic with 
weighted Round-Robin or manual with rules (similar to those of Firewall and QoS 
classifier) that force determined types of traffic to use a determined gateway. For 
automatic load balancing, it is useful to consult the traffic distribution graphic to 
understand whether the gateways are used in proportion to the maximum band 
available to them. If on the contrary the weight of the gateway can be modified. This 
parameter is in fact directly proportional to the probability the connection is routed on 
that link.  
 



 
Graphic relating to traffic distribution on an Internet gateway 

 
 
GREEN indicates the incoming and outgoing traffic for the chosen gateway, while BLUE 
indicates the total Internet traffic. 
The percentage ratio between the traffic on the chosen link and the overall traffic is in 
AMBER.  

MRTG activation on Zeroshell 

MRTG can be configured on Zeroshell from release 1.0.beta11 of the latter as an 
external update (C110). In subsequent versions, MRTG will be directly included in the 
distribution and will therefore not require the manual installation as an update. In release 
1.0.beta11, MRTG will be installed by typing the following commands using a 
VGA/SERIAL console or SSH connection: 

  

cd /Database 
wget http://www.zeroshell.net/listing/C110-MRTG-Statistics-beta11-v2.tar.bz2 
tar xvfj C110-MRTG-Statistics-beta11-v2.tar.bz2 
cd C110 
./install.sh  

 
Having installed the software, the [Graphics] buttons/link will appear. Use this to access 
the MRTG management web form (see figure above). The easiest to reach link 
[Graphics] is the one appearing in the frame on the top right reporting the system 
information. If this link is not available immediately after installation, press [Refresh] in 
this frame. 

Activation keys 
Differing from the other Zeroshell functionalities, some of the statistical graphics are only 
generated if activated using an activation key. The following graphics do not require 
unlocking:  



• System load 
• Number of active connections 
• Incoming/outgoing traffic on VPN, bridge, bond PPPoE and UMTS/HSDPA 
• QoS classes connected on VPN, bridge, bond PPPoE and UMTS/HSDPA 

While the following graphics require unlocking using an activation key:  

• Incoming/outgoing traffic on Ethernet/Wireless and VLAN 802.1q interfaces 
• QoS classes connected on Ethernet/Wireless interfaces 
• Internet connection load balancing 

The activation keys depend on the MAC address of network cards. Each network card 
present on the system requires a distinct activation key to obtain the relevant graphic. 
Yet, by activating the graphic for an Ethernet interface, the same key automatically 
activates the graphic relating to the VLAN and QoS classes. If multiple SSID are defined 
on the same Wi-Fi network card, just activate the graphic relevant to a SSID so the 
other graphics relating to other SSID are automatically unlocked. 
As aforementioned, the activation keys depend exclusively on the MAC of the 
Ethernet/Wireless interfaces and, as a result, if Zeroshell is installed on the same 
hardware or simply when a new configuration profile is created, the already obtained 
activation keys can be successfully reused. 
The activation keys are generated based on the Feature Codes communicated via e-
mail (see http://www.zeroshell.net/eng/activation) and may communicate multiple 
Feature Codes in the same request. A contribution to the development of Zeroshell is 
required to obtain the activation keys, which at present is one of the following:  

• Creation of a document in html or pdf format on an aspect of Zeroshell 
configuration. It may also be a simple description of your experience using 
Zeroshell. The author of the document must be specified and possibly (optional) 
his/her e-mail reference to enable contact by readers. Any updates to the 
document should be made by the author hosting it in a web space with editing 
access. The document URL will be linked in the documentation section. 

• A modest donation via PayPal. Proceeds will be used to purchase hardware to 
test and perhaps also support the hardware if not already supported and to cover 
management costs. 

The production of documentation is without doubt the most welcome contribution which 
we hope will really support those wanting to configure and use Zeroshell. The donation 
via Paypal should only be selected when you have not got the time to draft or the 
chance to contribute documentation. 
Also note that the key activation mechanism does not influence the MRTG package 
whose source code was compiled as available on its official site. The activation instead 
concerns an external plug-in, written specifically for Zeroshell, through which MRTG is 
configured to collect statistical data.  

 
Note: 
(*) If instead of using the integrated MRTG package you prefer to export the traffic 
counters via SNMP and use an external monitoring packet, install the net-snmp packet 
compiled for Zeroshell. 



Multiple Internet Connections by 
Balancing Traffic and Managing Failover 
The purpose of this document is to describe the creation of a router to access a network 
that uses multiple Internet connections in order to balance the outgoing LAN demand 
and to obtain network access redundancy, managing fault situations for one or multiple 
lines. 
To reach our objective, we shall use the Net Balancer module by Zeroshell. Lastly, we 
shall examine the possibility of aggregation (Bonding) of VPN aimed at increasing the 
bandwidth for point-to-point connection between remote locations via the Internet.  
 
The description is broken into the following sections:  

• Is it really possible to increase the Internet connection bandwidth?  
• Configuring multiple Internet access gateways  
• Fault tolerance for Internet connections through the Failover Monitor  
• Balancing traffic manually  
• Aggregating VPN and increasing bandwidth in layer 2  

 
Load balancing and Failover with one ADSL and 3 UMTS/HSDPA. Click for larger image. 

 

Is it really possible to increase the Internet connection 
bandwidth? 

The answer to this question is not, "yes, absolutely." It depends on what you mean by 
increasing the Internet connection bandwidth. In essence, the Net Balancer distributes 
requests originating from the LAN by round-robin (weighed) policy over multiple Internet 
gateways. In other words, if at a given point in time there is only one LAN user making 
only one TCP connection (e.g. he executes only one download from the web), his traffic 



will flow from a single gateway, thus it would not benefit from balanced connections. 
Instead, if the LAN is crowded with users, each executing multiple requests at the same 
time, as a whole, their connections will have access to a higher bandwidth, equal to the 
sum of the single-access bandwidths. 
We then conclude that a single connection may never have more bandwidth than what 
offered by a single link, while multiple simultaneous connections will, on average, 
altogether have access to a greater bandwidth, which will stretch to the sum of the 
bandwidths of all the Internet links being balanced. 
On the other hand, VPN aggregation is a different story. In this case, balancing of traffic 
takes place in Layer 2, thus a bandwidth increase is also available for a single TCP/IP 
connection.  

Configuring multiple Internet access gateways 

Internet access gateways may include:  

• A router, e.g. an ADSL router. In this case, the gateway is identified by the Net 
Balancer through its IP address;  

• A modem that creates a Point-to-Point connection (ppp), such as an ADSL 
PPPoE modem or a UMTS/HSDPA modem. In this case, the gateway that does 
which naturally does not have an IP is identified by its assigned Point-to-Point 
interface.  

Before proceeding to register the gateways in the Net Balancer, we must ensure that 
they are physically and logically connected to the Zeroshell box. This means that, a 
router for instance should be connected to the Ethernet interface which has been 
assigned an IP address belonging to the router's IP address subnet. For instance, we 
connect the router with IP 192.168.1.254 to ETH01 to which we assign IP 
192.168.1.253. 
On the other hand, if the gateway is a modem, we must physically connect it to the 
Zeroshell box via Ethernet in case of PPPoE, or via USB in case of 3G mobile 
connection, and create the Point-to-Point interface respectively from 
[Setup][Network][New PPPoE] or [Setup][Network][New 3G Modem]. In practice, the 
modem will be automatically assigned a Point-to-Point interface of type ppp0, ppp1, ... 
This interface will identify the modem within the Net Balancer.  
 



 
Configuring a gateway within the Net Balancer. Click for larger image. 

 
 
By clicking the [Add] button to add a new gateway or the [Change] button to modify one, 
you will open the Gateway Configuration window shown above. Here's what the 
parameters mean: 

• Description: It contains a textual description of the gateway. It may contain the 
name of the Internet Service Provider.  

• Status: If set on Enabled, the Net Balancer will consider the gateway active and 
will manage it; otherwise, it will simply ignore it. For instance, if you notice that 
an Internet connection fails too often, you may decide to disable it by acting on 
this entry.  

• Weight Value: a whole number that represents the weight (importance) of the 
link. Its function depends on the way the Net Balancer is set up: 

o If the Net Balancer is set to Load Balancing and Failover, the outgoing 
requests to the Internet are sorted proportionally, based on their weight 
value. Higher gateway value has higher probability to be assigned a 
request. We thus gather that weight value must be set up proportionally 
to the bandwidth that a link may sustain. If all links have the same 
capacity, the weight value may be set to 1 for all gateways. In this way, 
Internet requests are sorted uniformly over the links.  

o On the other hand, if the Net Balancer is set to Failover, only one of the 
available gateways will be used to satisfy Internet requests. All other 
gateways are kept as Spare, ready to operate in case of fault of active 
gateway. The order the Net Balancer follows to activate a gateway 
depends on weight value. The active gateway is the one with the highest 
weight value among those who are not at Fault.  

• IP Address: the IP address of the gateway in case gateway is a router.  
• Network Interface: It is the assigned Point-to-Point interface in case the 

gateway is a PPPoE modem (for DSL or cable) or a 3G modem (UMTS o 
HSDPA).  

• Timeout Coefficient: it activates to manage the Failover of a link. It must be set 
as a low value for fast and non-congested links. Its value may be increase if the 



link ends up too many times at Fault due to congestion. For instance, for a 
GPRS-type link, which has high response times, this value should be set to at 
least 4.  

Once finished configuring the gateways for the different WAN connections, the Net 
Balancer may be activated. It will perform load balancing for all Internet connections 
starting immediately.  

Fault tolerance for Internet connections through the 
Failover Monitor 

The Net Balancer may be set to operate in one of the following two modes to regulate 
which connection must be selected to satisfy a specific Internet request:  

• Load Balancing and Failover: The Internet access requests are automatically 
balanced based on the weight (Weight Value) of each gateway. In case a 
gateway is damaged, it is excluded from automatic balancing to avoid loss of IP 
packets. The assignment of a certain type of traffic may be manually overridden, 
based on proper criteria (source IP, destination IP, TCP/UDP ports, ...);  

• Failover: only one shows an active link (the one with the highest weight value 
among those that are not at Fault). The other are kept as Spare, ready to 
operate in case the active connection is interrupted. Although no automatic 
balancing takes place with this setting, traffic may still be balanced as explained 
below.  

 
We thus gather that fault tolerance is guaranteed regardless of the setting selected for 
the Net Balancer. To isolate a malfunctioning link by setting it to Fault, two mechanisms 
come into play: the first monitors the physical connection with the gateway (modem or 
router). The second mechanism, known as Failover Monitor, performs a more accurate 
analysis of the line to verify the absence of routing problems. 
Since the first mechanism which controls the physical links is implicit within the Net 
Balancer and automatically activated with no need to be configured, we shall discuss it 
no further. Instead, let's turn our attention to the Failover Monitor, which, on the other 
hand, must be explicitly activated and configured. The reliability of the failover 
management performed by this component is highly influenced by the level of 
congestion of the data lines and, consequently, by their respective response times. If 
the Failover Monitor is not accurately configured, it may erroneously place a line at fault 
when it is only congested. Worse yet, it may quickly switch its status from Active to Fault 
and vice-versa, causing the shutdown of connections to the Internet. If you notice 
anomalies of this nature, even after having properly calibrated the parameters described 
below, you should disable the Failover Monitor. It is certainly preferable to have an 
inactive Failover Monitor than to have an active Failover Monitor causing unstable 
operation. Now, let's go over the configuration parameters:  

• ICMP failover checking: if set to Enabled, it activates the Failover Monitor. In 
order for the Failover Monitor to begin operating, you must specify and enable at 
least one Failover IP Address. These IP addresses must be external to your LAN 
and each one must be accessible via all gateways.  

• Number of probes before marking DOWN: it represents the number of failed 
pings before a link is switched to Fault;  

• Number of probes before marking UP: indicates the number of consecutive 
successful pings needed to return a disabled link to active operation;  

• Reply timeout (seconds): it represents the maximum wait time for an ICMP 
response. In case links are congested, increasing this value may help. Please 
keep in mind that the actual wait time may be calculated by multiplying this value 
by the Timeout Coefficient shown in the previous paragraph;  

• Pause before starting a new cycle (seconds): monitoring cycles are separated 
by a pause, whose duration is represented by this value;  

• Immediately restart PPPoE and 3G Mobile: if this entry is enabled, the Point-
to-Point connection at fault will be reset. This may quickly resolve the problem, 



although it requires the renegotiation of the IP address, if the latter is dynamically 
assigned.  

Multiple attempts may be necessary in order for the failover system to reach optimal 
configuration. In general, it is a matter of striking the right balance between quickly 
intervening to isolate a malfunctioning Internet connection and avoiding faulting 
connections that are simply congested.  

Balancing traffic manually 

For several reasons, it may be necessary to avoid automatic balancing of certain types 
of traffic. In other words, specific connections must be constrained to a certain gateway. 
In order to do so, the Net Balancer offers a web interface [Net Balancer][Balancing 
Rules] that quite resembles both the Firewall and the QoS Classifier interfaces. In fact, 
the rules through which one chooses which connections to route manually on a specific 
gateway are set just as in the firewall, using IP addresses, TCP/UDP ports and so on. 
 

 
Rule for manually routing SMTP traffic. Click for larger image. 

 
 
The example in the figure illustrates how the SMTP traffic (port 25 TCP), generated by 
the e-mail server with IP address 192.168.0.20, is forced to exit router 192.168.1.250, 
which links to a fiber optic line.  

Aggregating VPN and increasing bandwidth in layer 2 

VPN LAN-to-LAN that may be configured in Zeroshell may be obtained using OpenVPN 
and TAP virtual interfaces. The latter entirely resemble real Ethernet interfaces and, as 
such, they may be aggregated through Bonding. This feature has been available since 
the first release of Zeroshell. However, for VPN bonding to be justified, each VPN tunnel 
belonging to the bond must flow to a separate Internet link. Before Net Balancer was 
introduced, this was done through static routes which required at least one peer to have 



two public IP's. Now, thanks to Net Balancer, the VPN site-to-site configuration form 
allows you to choose a gateway to set up the ciphered connection. This greatly 
simplifies configuration by no longer requiring static routes and two public IP addresses. 
 

 
Choosing a gateway for VPN setup. Click for larger image. 

 
 
Once the VPN are created and assigned to their respective gateways, the bond 
interface may be created as shown in the figure below: 
 



 
Creating the bond interface by aggregating 2 VPN's. Click for larger image. 

 
 
The BOND00 interface created is equivalent to an Ethernet interface: it may contain IP 
addresses, add VLAN 802.1q, or be assigned to a bridge. As mentioned at the 
beginning, since load balancing in bonding takes places in Ethernet frames, even a 
single TCP/IP connection will enjoy an increased band thanks to the presence of 
multiple links. 



Mobile router for UMTS/HSDPA 
connections via 3G modem 
This document is a quick guide to the use of Zeroshell as a router for GPRS, EDGE, 
UMTS and HSDPA (often called ADSM or ADSL Mobile) mobile connections. To 
achieve this, a 3G Mobile modem must be available and recognized by Linux Kernel as 
a USB device or a mobile phone must be connected via USB cable. The possibility of 
improving mobile connection performance is also discussed by installing several 
modems on the router and running them simultaneously to balance the load. 
This document is divided into the following sections:  

• Why use a 3G Mobile router?  
• Supported 3G modems  
• Setting up a UMTS/HSDPA connection  
• Load balancing and Failover on several Internet connections  

Why use a 3G Mobile router? 

In most cases, data connections on the mobile phone network occurs via a modem (or 
mobile phone) directly connected to a laptop. This is justified by the fact that these 
connections are often used when traveling and home or office wide band connections 
are not available (ADSL, Wi-Fi or WiMAX). The later certainly provide improved 
performance, reliability and cost less but are difficult to use when traveling. On the other 
hand, the problem of Digital Divide concerning the heterogeneous distribution of wide 
band connections, even within the same country, make data connections to the mobile 
phone network from the home or office systematic when there are no other alternatives. 
Lastly, with the introduction of HSDPA, which has a theoretical 14.4 Mbit/s band 
transmission (in download) and that is gradually replacing the UMTS standard, 
multimedia content available on the Internet can be used with quality comparable to that 
in xDSL connections. On HSDPA, even applications like VoIP (Voice over IP) run 
reasonably well and can be used to make phone calls with rates typical of land lines, 
often definitely cheaper than mobile phone rates. 
That said, we'll finally answer the question "Why use a 3G Mobile router?". Simply, 
rather than using a data access subscription with a mobile phone provider on one PC at 
a time, it is better to share this resource with several clients simultaneously. 
Consequently, connecting a PC to a 3G modem with a SIM is not needed since it can 
be connected to a router that makes IP connections to a mobile phone provider and 
distributes traffic on Ethernet and Wi-Fi. Any VoIP phones can be directly connected to 
the router via Ethernet thus eliminating the need of keeping a computer on night and 
day to receive calls. A router consumes less than one tenth the energy needed for a PC 
and, above all, has no cooling fans or hard disk that make noise and are subject to 
wear. 
If software like Asterisk is installed on the router to act as a PBX and an FXS interface is 
available (the FXS interface on a analog phone line is the central side and is identified 
with the wall socket while the FXO interface is the one behind the analog phone), 
traditional phones (non VoIP) or even the entire home phone system can be connected 
to the router. 
Another reason why a UMTS/HSDPA router should be used is because it can be placed 
in positions where the mobile provider's signal is strongest (for example, in the attic), 
leaving the user free to connect to Internet via wireless in any room. Furthermore, since 
mobile modem electromagnetic emissions, similar to those of a mobile phone, shouldn't 
be harmful to health, it is always best, as a precaution, to keep these objects as far 
away as possible if used for prolonged periods of time. Network card and WiFi router 
electromagnetic emissions are must lower than mobile phone ones and, therefore, it is 
better to have WiFi device access on your PC than a modem for mobile phone 
networks. In the latter case, especially for USB modems, an extension cord could be 
used to keep it away from your body.  



Supported 3G modems 

Most UMTS/HSDPA modems have a USB interface which is easily recognized by Linux 
Kernel as a USB-Serial converter without any problems. The same can be said for most 
PCMCIA and MiniPCI Express modems since they emulate a resident USB host. Even 
mobile phones connected via USB cable are often recognized in the same way. 
Successfully tested USB modems are:  

• Huawei E220  
• Huawei E172  
• Huawei E169  
• Onda MT503HS  

While MiniPCI Express ones tested on PC Embedded Alix 6b2 (ideal for these 
applications since equipped with two slots to house the mobile phone provider's SIM) 
are:  

• Novatel 5520 Mobile  
• UMTS/HSDPA Sierra Wireless MC8775  

The only tested mobile phone is:  

• N7010 which requires the usbserial.ko Kernel to be manually loaded.  

In some cases, like for the HSDPA N7010 mobile phone, the USB-Serial conversion 
module must be manually linked to the device. For example, the case above used the 
command 
 
      modprobe usbserial vendor=0x05C6 product=0x6000 
 
To automatically load the Kernel module on boot, simply enter the abovementioned 
modprobe command in the Pre Boot script using the Zeroshell web interface 
[Setup][Startup/Cron] section. If you don't know how to set vendor and product 
parameters, simply enter the dmesg command a few seconds after connecting the 
modem to the system. These settings will be displayed by dmesg as idVendor and 
idProduct.  

Setting up a UMTS/HSDPA connection 

To create a UMTS/HSDPA connection, use the web interface and press the [New 3G 
Modem] key in the [Setup][Network] section. The setup window illustrated below will 
appear.  
 
 
 



 
UMTS/HSDPA connection configuration. Click on the image to enlarge it. 

 
 
Now let's take a look at the meaning of each single setting in this window:  

• Description: This is a description of the connection. It is best to indicate the 
name of the mobile phone provider in this field.  

• Modem connected to: Select the 3G modem USB connection device from the 
list. Often, these modems create more than one port but only one is the data port 
while the others are control ports. Unfortunately, there is no set rule as to how 
this occurs and therefore several attempts are needed to identify the USB device 
to be used.  

• APN: also known as Access Point Name, it indicates the access point used by 
the provider for IP services. This setting thus depends on the mobile phone 
provider for the connection. Some examples valid for some Italian providers are:  

o internet.wind (Wind Telecomunicazioni)  
o web.omnitel.it (Vodafone Italia)  
o ibox.tim.it (Telecom Italia Mobile)  
o tre.it (3 Italia)  

• Dial string: indicates the connection number and depends on the modem or 
mobile phone. It is often *99***1#.  

• Optional AT string: use this field to send the modem or mobile phone an 
initialization string in AT language. In most cases this field is left blank. You 
could have to use it if your SIM is protected by a PIN code. In this case, fill this 
field with the string AT+CPIN=XXXX in wich XXXX is the PIN.  

• Autostart the connection at boot: if set to Yes, it enables automatic connection 
on system boot. Otherwise, connections are manual.  

• Make this interface the Default Route: selecting Yes, the point-to-point 
interface (ppp0, ppp1, ...) is automatically set as the default route without having 
to manually set a static route for this purpose. In most cases the default value 
(Yes) is ok.  

• Enable NAT on this interface: since the provider provides a single IP while we 
want to connect our router to several clients simultaneously, set this value to Yes 
to enable NAT (Network Address Translation) on the point-to-point interface.  



Load balancing and Failover on several Internet 
connections 

Lastly, since more than one 3G modem can be connected to the router and the 
Zeroshell Net Balancer module is used, settings can be created to balance connections 
on several operators and with Failover. This subject is thoroughly discussed in a specific 
document while the diagram below illustrates a configuration in which Internet access is 
balanced on one ADSL access and 3 UMTS/HSDPA connections.  

 
Load balancing and Failover between 1 ADSL and 3 UMTS/HSDPA connections. Click on the image to 

enlarge it. 



How to install Zeroshell on a Soekris 
Net5501 network appliance 
Soekris Net5501 is a very compact and low power consumption x86 based network 
device with 4 FastEthernet onboard. It has been specifically designed to act as network 
appliance such as a router, a firewall, a VPN concentrator, a VoIP PBX. 
The precense of a MiniPCI expansion allow to use this device as Wi-Fi Access Point by 
using a wireless network card configured in master mode. On the other hand, adding a 
multiport card lan1641 in the PCI slot it is possible to have a total of 8 FastEthernet 
interfaces. 
In addition to SATA, IDE and USB 2.0 connectors, it is available a CompactFLASH 
socket to allow the boot from this type of memory flash. 
It is now easy to realize that the Net5501 is a good candidate to be used with Zeroshell 
to build network appliances. Hence, the following paragraphs show how to write an 
image of Zeroshell on a CompactFlash and how to configure the Net5501 to boot from 
it. 

Prepare the CompactFlash 

To prepare a CompactFlash to boot Zeroshell, you need to download a CF image from 
the download section on a PC with Linux or Windows with a USB CompactFLASH 
Reader/Writer attached:  

• if you are using a Linux system, read the FAQ "How can I start ZeroShell from 
Compact Flash?". 
 
Note: BE CAREFUL when using the dd command. If you select the wrong 
device and mistakenly write on the disk instead of the CF, you will destroy all the 
data present. To understand which device corresponds to your CF/USB adaptor, 
after connecting, use the dmesg command;  

• if instead you are using a Windows system, you must physically write the image 
on the Compact Flash with a tool such as physdiskwrite by Manuel Kasper. Use 
with care this utility, because also in this case, if you do not specify the correct 
device you could destroy your data. You just have to type the following 
command the dos prompt: 

physdiskwrite zeroshell-compactflash.img.gz 

 
Notice that this tool automatically recognize that the image is gzipped and 
uncompress it before writing.  

Now you can plug the CompactFlash you have just written in the socket of the Soekris 
Net5501.  

Set up the serial console for Zeroshell 

Zeroshell can use a serial console with a speed of 38400bps. To set this on Net5501, 
you must enter in the BIOS setup mode by pressing CRTL-P after power-on and make 
the following settings: 
 
       set ConMute=Enabled 
       set ConSpeed=38400  

Access to the web interface 



To access to the web interface of Zeroshell, you have to connect a PC, configured with 
an IP address belonging to the subnet 192.168.0.0/255.255.255.0 (for example 
192.168.0.1), to the first FastEthernet of the Net5501. At this point, in your browser, you 
have to type th URL https://192.168.0.75 to use the web interface. The username is 
admin and the default password zeroshell. 



Transparent Web Proxy with Antivirus 
Check and URL Blacklisting 
NOTE: the release 1.0.beta9 of Zeroshell has some bugs in the proxy module for 
which you need to install the patch A500. 
 
The purpose of this document is to describe the creation of a Web Proxy with antivirus 
check of web pages and site blacklisting/whitelisting. The document is divided into the 
following sections:  

• Why use a web proxy with antivirus check?  
• Transparent Proxy Mode  
• Configuration and activation of the proxy service  

o Access log and privacy  
o Antivirus check of images  
o Automatic update of ClamAV signatures  

• Website blacklisting and whitelisting  
• Testing proxy and antivirus function  

Why use a web proxy with antivirus? 

Web pages are more and more frequently the means by which worms and viruses are 
spread on the Internet. Websites, whether intentionally or because they are vulnerable 
and are therefore modified without the knowledge of the legitimate authors, sometimes 
have executable code references that can infect users' computers. Moreover, the 
situation has worsened since a number of vulnerabilities in the image display system 
has allowed viruses to be carried in JPEG files. Lastly, the growing use of Java applets 
is increasing the number of multiplatform viruses spread via http and operating 
regardless of the platform (PC, palmtop, mobile phone) or operating system on which 
they work. 
The best solution for this type of problem is to provide all client devices that connect to 
the internet with a good antivirus program with real-time protection, checking every 
single incoming file. However, this may not be enough for two reasons: no antivirus 
program, even those having signature self-updating mechanisms, can provide a 100% 
guarantee against every virus; real-time check of content entering is considerably 
burdensome in computational terms and particularly on devices whose performance is 
not too good, it can slow down the system to the point of making users disable antivirus 
real-time protection. 
For these reasons, virus check is increasingly done upstream, before potential viruses 
are able to reach the user's client. In other words, centralized antivirus systems are 
used on servers offering a particular service. The most widespread example is that of e-
mail servers, which have a system that analyze incoming and outgoing messages via 
SMTP and scan attachments for viruses. In this case, application of antivirus check on 
an SMTP gateway is quite natural, since e-mails are obliged to pass through it, before 
reaching the user's inbox. For the http service, this is not so insignificant, since a LAN 
client may potentially connect directly to any of the web servers available on the 
Internet. The solution to this problem involves introducing an application-level gateway 
to the LAN to collect client http requests and forward them to the relevant web servers. 
This application gateway is called a Web Proxy and since it is capable of interpreting the 
http protocol, it not only filters on the basis of URLs, but also breaks down the content 
being carried (HTML, JavaScript, Java Applet, images, ...) and scans it for viruses. One 
of the most common functions of proxies so far has been web caches, that is, the 
archiving on disk of web pages that have already been visited, in order to accelerate 
display of the same URLs for later requests. The purpose of this is also to reduce 
bandwidth consumption on the Internet and one of the best-known proxy systems, 
capable of performing web cache functions is Squid, distributed with Open Source 
license. 



Zeroshell does not integrate Squid since it does not collect web pages. The task of a 
web-focused antivirus programs and content filtering, using URL blacklists, is handled 
by HAVP as proxy system and ClamAV as antivirus software. Both are distributed under 
GPL.  

Transparent Proxy Mode 

One of the biggest problems when using a proxy server is that of configuring all web 
browsers to use it. It is therefore necessary to specify its IP address or host name and 
the TCP port on which it responds (usually port 8080). This could be burdensome in the 
case of LANs with numerous users, but even worse, it might not guarantee against 
users removing this configuration to gain direct access to the web, thus avoiding 
antivirus check, access logging and blacklists. 
To solve this problem, Zeroshell uses Transparent Proxy mode which involves 
automatically capturing the client requests on TCP 80 port. Obviously, for Zeroshell to 
be able to capture these web requests, it must be configured as a network gateway, so 
that client Internet traffic goes through it. Zeroshell will automatically capture http 
requests whether this is a level 2 gateway (bridge between Ethernet, WIFI or VPN 
interface) or layer 3 gateway (router). It is nevertheless important to specify on which 
network interfaces or IP subnets these requests are to be redirected. This is done by 
adding so-called HTTP Capturing Rules as shown in the figure below:  
 

 
Configuration of http rules capturing rules  

 
 
In the example in the figure, http requests from ETH00 and ETH03 network interfaces 
are captured. Excluded from these requests are those directed at web servers 
belonging to the IP 172.16.0.0/16 subnet and those from the client with the 192.168.0.1 
IP address. There may be several reasons why it is necessary to exclude the 
intervention of the transparent proxy on some clients and some web servers. For 
example, one web server may restrict access only to clients with a certain IP on its 
ACLs. In this case, if the proxy captured requests to the above server, it would be 
reached via its IP and this would prevent access. On the other hand, it would not be 



possible to authorize the IP address of the proxy on the web server's ACLs, since this 
would mean allowing indiscriminate access to all clients using the proxy. It is clear, then, 
that the only solution is to avoid the capture of requests by the transparent proxy. 
Lastly, note that the iptables rules to redirect towards the proxy service (8080 tcp) are 
placed downstream of those intervening on the Captive Portal. Thanks to this, Captive 
Portal and Transparent Proxy can be enabled simultaneously on the same network 
interface.  

Configuration and activation of the proxy service 

As illustrated in the figure below, configuration of the proxy service with antivirus check 
is very simple. After configuring the Zeroshell box to act as a router and after configuring 
it on the clients as the default gateway, or configuring it as a bridge and interposing it on 
a point of the LAN at which traffic flows to and from the Internet, simply enable the flag 
[Enabled] so that the proxy can start working. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, 
the web requests that are actually intercepted and submitted to the proxy are those 
specified through configuration of the [HTTP Capturing Rules].  
 

 
Proxy configuration web interface  

 
 
Note that, start-up of the proxy service is very slow compared to other services, and on 
hardware that is not very fast it can take up to 30-40 seconds. This is due to the need of 
the ClamAV antivirus libraries to load and decrypt a large number of virus signatures in 
their memory. To prevent this from blocking the web configuration interface and start-up 
scripts for long intervals, the service is started asynchronously. Hence, when the proxy 
is enabled or reconfigured, the Status item is not displayed as ACTIVE (green) 
immediately, but first passes from the STARTING state (orange) which shows that the 
service is loading the signatures. To understand when the proxy actually starts 
performing, click on [Manage] to reload the configuration page, or simply click on [Proxy 
log] to view the havp daemon's start-up messages. During the start-up period of the 
havp daemon, the iptables rules to capture http requests are temporarily removed, 



allowing web traffic to flow regularly, but without being scanned for viruses. 
A few configuration items are analysed in more detail in the following paragraphs.  

Access log and privacy 
Being an application gateway capable of interpreting http requests, in order to work 
correctly, a web proxy decrypts the URLs visited by users. By default, Zeroshell does 
not send this information to the system logs, which, if associated with the IP address of 
the clients requesting web pages, can help to trace the content visited from the users. 
Nevertheless, the logging of this information can be enabled by modifying the item 
[Access Logging] from "Only URL containing Virus" to "Any Access". By doing this, each 
URL visited is recorded in the log associated with the client's IP address. It is necessary, 
before enabling this option, to consult local legislation in your country to verify that 
logging of the URLs visited is not against national privacy laws. 
Moreover, it is important to be aware that, as enabling the NAT on an Internet access 
router, each client external request is made by the router itself, in the same way http 
requests passing through a proxy appear to be made from the IP address of the proxy 
server. This may cause difficulties in tracing the identity of a user who has performed 
illicit actions on remote servers. A possible solution to this problem, which is less 
invasive in privacy terms, could be to activate logging of the Connection Tracking (from 
the Zeroshell web interface [Firewall][Connection Tracking]). In this way, any TCP/UDP 
connection is recorded in the logs showing the source IP, source port, destination IP 
and destination port. Hence, it will not be possible to track the content of user activity, 
but a trace will be kept of connections made. Again, in this case it is necessary to 
consult local legislation before enabling connection tracking.  

Antivirus check of images 
For a long time it was thought that a file containing a JPEG or GIF image could not 
contain a virus, because it is simply made up of data formatted in a preset format, 
interpretable by the viewing system of the operating system. Recently, however, some 
image rendering components have shown that they are vulnerable if they are not 
updated with patches. A suitably constructed image could create a Buffer Overrun and 
execute arbitrary code on the system. It is easy to understand the seriousness of this, 
given that most hypertext content on the WWW is in image form. 
The HAVP proxy configured in Zeroshell, by default scans images using the ClamAV 
antivirus program. Nevertheless, on slow hardware, the scanning of images could delay 
the opening of web pages with many images. In this case it possible to disable the 
scanning of files containing images, by setting the [Check Images (jpg, gif, png)] option 
from "Enabled" to "Disabled"  

Automatic update of ClamAV signatures 
The speed with which new viruses are put on the internet and identified, means that 
antivirus signatures are increased and are modified frequently. The ClamAV database is 
no exception, which, thanks to the freshclam daemon, can be updated online at regular 
intervals. 
Zeroshell configures freshclam by default to check the signature database 12 times a 
day. This interval can be set using the [Number of Checks per Day] parameter, from a 
minimum of 1 to a maximum of 48 checks per day. It is also important to set the 
[Country of the Mirror] correctly, through which freshclam chooses the nearest site from 
which to download the virus signatures. Note, however, that regular updating is a fast 
operation which does not generate much traffic, since a differential update system is 
used.  

Website blacklisting and whitelisting 

It is often necessary to block the display of a number of websites since their content is 
considered unsuitable for the users of the web service. An example is adult-only 
material, which should not be displayed on computers to which children have access. 
One very effective solution for this problem is forcing web clients to access the Internet 
through a proxy, which, through Content Filtering software such as DansGuardian, 
examines the content of html pages blocking those thought to belong to an undesired 
category. The mechanisms of these filters can be compared to those of antispamming 



systems. Unfortunately, however, it is not clear whether the DansGuardian release 
licence is compatible for integration within a system such as Zeroshell and, hence, it 
was not used in order avoid the risk of licence violation. 
At the moment, the only way to block or allow display of web pages is the blacklisting 
and whitelisting of web pages as shown in the figure.  
 

 
Configuration of the web proxy blacklist  

 
 
Blacklists and whitelists consist of a sequence of URLs arranged on distinct lines. Each 
line may correspond to several web pages when the * character is used. To block the 
site http://www.example.com place www.example.com/* on the blacklist, whereas the 
line www.example.com, without *, would only block the home page of that site. 
The whitelist has priority over the blacklist. In other words, if a web page corresponds to 
a blacklist item and, at the same time, is found on the whitelist, access is allowed to the 
page. 
Moreover, note that the purpose of the whitelist is not only to allow access to pages that 
would otherwise be prohibited by the blacklist, but also to bypass antivirus check. 
Please take careful note of this. 
If the LAN administrator wants to adopt the policy of providing access to a limited 
number of sites, s/he can specify the */* line in the blacklist, which will prevent access to 
all pages except those included on the whitelist.  

Testing proxy and antivirus function 

There are basically be two reasons why the proxy might not work correctly. First of all, it 
is necessary to ensure whether the Zeroshell box is configured as a router or a bridge, 
and also that traffic to and from Internet actually goes through it. Secondly, you must be 
certain of the correct configuration of the [HTTP Capturing Rules], which determine 
which http requests are actually redirected towards the proxy process (havp listens on 
127.0.0.1:8080). In particular, if http request capture is imposed on a network interface 
that is part of a bridge, you must be sure that at least one IP address has been defined 
on the latter. 



The easiest way to check whether the proxy is working correctly is to temporarily enable 
logging of all accesses and display the proxy log after requesting the web pages of a 
client. 
Once certain that the proxy captures the web requests as expected, check that the 
ClamAV antivirus software is working correctly. To do this, first check on the freshclam 
logs that the signatures are updated regularly. Then, go to the URL 
http://www.eicar.org/anti_virus_test_file.htm to check whether the EICAR-AV-Test test 
virus (said to be harmless by the authors) is captured and blocked.  
Lastly, note that the proxy cannot serve https requests (http encrypted with SSL/TLS) 
given that, not having the private key of the web server, it cannot decrypt the content 
and the URLs of this request encapsulated in encrypted tunnels. 



Access Point Wireless with Multiple 
SSID and VLAN 
The purpose of this document is to describe the implementation of a WiFi Access Point 
using Zeroshell on a system with a WiFi network card containing an Atheros chipset. 
The document is subdivided into the following sections:  

• Why implement a Wireless Access Point with Linux Kernel modules from the 
MadWifi project?  

• Manage wireless interfaces and Multi SSID with the wifi-manager  
• Map the Wireless LAN on the VLAN with tags  
• Extend the Wireless geographically through OpenVPN  

Why implement a Wireless Access Point with Linux 
Kernel modules from the MadWifi project? 

Thanks to the use of the MadWifi modules by the Linux kernel, it is possible to 
implement a Wireless Access Point with a Personal Computer or an Embedded Device 
that has a WiFi network card (PCI or MiniPCI) with an Atheros chipset. This feature is 
available starting with version 1.0.beta8 of Zeroshell, which introduces WiFi support in 
either AP (Access Point) or STA mode (in which a Zeroshell router/bridge can be 
associated as a client in a Wireless LAN). 
The option to use the MadWifi drivers, combined with the use of wpa_supplicant and 
hostapd packages, is due to their ability to perform the functions of an AccessPoint with 
advanced features, for example:  

• Access authentication and wireless traffic encryption through WPA/WPA2 
(RSN). It is supported either in WPA-PSK mode, in which the client, in order to 
be associated to an SSID, must know the Pre-Shared Key, or WPA-EAP mode, 
also known as WPA Enterprise, in which a user can become authenticated with 
Username and Password or a X.509 digital certificate validated by a Radius 
server. Both the TKIP encryption algorithm and the more secure CCMP, based 
on AES, are supported;  

• Management of the Multiple SSID mode (also called Virtual SSID), thanks to 
which it is possible to create up to 4 virtual standalone Access Points for each 
WiFi network card in the system. It is clear that virtual SSIDs belonging to the 
same WiFi network card share the radio channel being used, and thus the 
available bandwidth. Moreover, for each virtual SSID it is possible to establish a 
standalone authentication and encryption scheme (plain-text, WPA-PSK, WPA 
Enterprise or WEP at 128 bits).  
Of the four possible SSIDs one can also work in Managed mode and associate 
to a WLAN as a client. For example, this is useful to extend the range of the 
Wireless network itself by implementing repeaters that work in WDS (Wireless 
Distribution System) but do not need to be interconnected by means of a Wired 
network.  

• Compatibility with network channels in the 5GHz (802.11a) band and the 2.4GHz 
(802.11b and 802.11g) band. In particular, in case the 802.11g mode is selected, 
compatibility is guaranteed for older clients that only have 802.11b.  

Zeroshell identifies each virtual SSID as if it were an Ethernet interface (ETHnn). It 
allows operating on Wi-Fi networks, using a web interface, as well as wired interfaces. 
In other words, on the SSID it is possible:  

• To add IP addresses, do static routing and enable the RIP v2 protocol to acquire 
and propagate dynamic routes;  



• Apply QoS classes to do traffic shaping by assigning different priority levels, 
maximum and guaranteed bandwidth to different types of traffic (VoIP, P2P, 
SSH, HTTP, ...);  

• Do bridging with Ethernet interfaces, VLAN 802.1q, VPN LAN-to-LAN or other 
SSIDs. In particular, the possibility of making a bridge or Layer 2 link with a 
Virtual SSID that works as a Client with one acting as an Access Point, allowing 
the so-called WiFi Repeater (or WDS) that extends the coverage area of the 
WLAN;  

• Activate services, including DHCP and Captive Portal and apply traffic filters by 
means of the Firewall.  

• Apply bonding, that is to add two or more interfaces in such a way as to increase 
bandwidth (load balancing) and reliability (fault tolerance). Naturally, in order to 
have wireless bonding it is necessary that the Virtual SSIDs that comprise it 
belong to different WiFi interfaces in order to balance traffic on different radio 
channels.  

Manage wireless interfaces and Multi SSID with the wifi-
manager 

Although by using Zeroshell's web interface (see figure) it is possible to manage the 
network interfaces representing the SSIDs, operations for the creation and management 
of the latter regarding wireless parameters like the channel to be used, transmission 
power in dBm and encryption, all are managed by a script that is called by the shell 
command wifi-manager from a serial RS232 or VGA console or by a remote SSH 
session. Below you can see the main menu of the wifi-manager:  
 
root@gw-adsl root> wifi-manager 
 
[wifi0]  Chipset  AR5413 802.11abg NIC (rev 01) 
-- If -- Mode -- SSID --------------------------- Hide -- Security - 
>> ETH02  AP     WLAN with Captive Portal          no     Plaintext 
   ETH03  AP     WLAN with Pre-Shared Key          no     WPA-PSK   
   ETH04  AP     WLAN with 802.1x Radius Auth.     no     WPA-EAP   
   ETH05  AP     WLAN with WEP                     no     WEP128 
 
[wifi1]  Chipset  AR5413 802.11abg NIC (rev 01) 
-- If -- Mode -- SSID --------------------------- Hide -- Security - 
   ETH06 STA     wrap-psk                          no     WPA-PSK   
 
COMMANDS 
  <N> New SSID               <M> Modify SSID 
  <D> Delete SSID            <I> Show Information 
  <C> Std/Channel/Tx-Power 
  <L> List Stations          <S> Channel Scanning 
  <R> Restarting Devices     <Q> Quit 
 
>> 
 
As you can see, this illustrative system is made with an ALIX 2C2 Embedded PC with 2 
WiFi interfaces with the Atheros AR5413 802.11abg chipset, capable of operating either 
in 802.11b/g or 802.11a. On the wifi0 wireless interface 4 virtual Access Points sharing 
the same radio frequency are defined, each with its own authentication and encryption 
scheme.  

• The ETH02 interface corresponds to the WLAN where the SSID is "WLAN with 
Captive Portal". No encryption (Plaintext) is defined above it, but the 
authentication is successively delegated to the Captive Portal;  

• The ETH03 interface corresponds to a "WLAN with Pre-Shared Key" SSID with 
WPA-PSK protection, which can be accessed by knowing the shared key 
defined during the creation of the SSID. This protection mode, which substitutes 
WEP, by then quite vulnerable with the capture of a certain number of packets, is 
considered sufficiently secure if it uses a Preshared Key with adequate size and 
complexity. Naturally, as with WEP, the administrator must communicate this key 
to all users who will be able to access the wireless network, and must change it 
periodically. This is feasible in small setups, like a domestic or SOHO 



configuration, but it becomes cumbersome when the number of users and 
Access Points grows;  

• The ETH04 interface refers to the virtual Access Point with "WLAN with 802.1x 
Radius Auth." SSID where a WPA-EAP encryption scheme has been configured. 
This kind of protection method is the most secure and flexible, and is thus used 
in large setups and therefore WPA-EAP is also known as WPA Enterprise. Its 
flexibility is due to the fact that the encryption keys are not generated by the 
administrator but automatically by a RADIUS service through 802.1x, which 
authenticates the user by means of a username and a password (using PEAP 
with MsCHAPv2 or EAP-TTLS) or by means of an X.509 digital certificate (using 
EAP-TLS). During the SSID configuration with WPA-EAP, one can choose to 
use the local Zeroshell RADIUS server or make a reference to an external 
RADIUS server. In the first case it is not necessary to configure any Shared 
Secret, whereas in the second case using an external RADIUS it is necessary to 
specify it.  

• WEP 128-bit encryption is defined on the last interface. If not strictly necessary 
due to the existence of old clients that are not compatible with WPA/WPA2, WEP 
is to be avoided given the low level of protection it guarantees.  

On the wifi1 interface only one SSID is defined in client mode. This interface connects to 
the wireless network called "WRAP-PSK", protected by a Pre-shared Key. Please note 
that from one WiFi card can have a maximum of one SSID acting as a client. The other 
SSIDs must correspond to the Virtual Access Points. Moreover, since all SSIDs belong 
to the same WiFi card and share the channel, the latter will coincide with the radio 
channel of the external WLAN. This inevitably means sharing the bandwidth.  
 
Considering the simplicity of the wifi-manager, it is useless to describe now each single 
command, since its use should be very intuitive. The only notice is with respect to the 
"Std/Channel/Tx-Power" voice that is activated with the key C from the menu. With this it 
is possible to implement the standard (802.11a, 802.11b and 802.11g and later, with the 
new versions of the MadWiFi driver, also for 802.11n, still in in draft), the available high-
frequency radio channel for the chosen standard and a transmission power expressed i 
dBm or mW. In particular, it is necessary to set this last parameter carefully to avoid 
going over the power limit allowed by the law where they are located. 
 
As already hinted, once the SSIDs are created and configured with the wifi-manager, 
whether they correspond to Virtual Access Points or client connections, they appear in 
all and to all as Ethernet (ETHnn) interfaces that can be manipulated through the 
Zeroshell web interface. In the example illustrated in the figure below, the four wireless 
Multi SSIDs and the wired ETH00 interface are briged in a single 
BRIDGE00(ETH00,ETH02,ETH03,ETH04,ETH05) interface.  
 
 

 



 
Interface setup. Click on the image to enlarge it.  

 
 
Doing it, all 4 WLANs, regardless of their access mode (WPA-PSK, WPA-EAP, Captive 
Portal or WEP), share the same layer 2 of the LAN that is accessible through the 
Ethernet ETH00 interface. The fact of sharing the Data Link level for several SSID 
components, it makes possible to use the LAN DHCP server (if existing) or only needs 
to activate a single DHCP subnet hooked to the bridge interface. Obviously, since the 
Firewall and QoS classification also act on the bridged interfaces, it is possible to apply 
independent access and traffic shaping rules for each SSID. For example, it were 
possible to benefit the users that access through the Enterprise WPA with respect to 
those that use the Captive Portal, since we have seen that in the latter traffic is not 
encrypted.  

Map the Wireless LAN on the VLAN with tags 

If virtual LANs are defined on LAN switches in the sense their ports are logically 
regrouped so they appear as belonging to different (virtual) switches, the communication 
between these switches is possible by means of trunk ports or trunking. Those ports are 
characterised by belonging simultaneously to more than one VLAN; the packets going 
through them are to be identified by tags (or VIDs) that identify the source/target VLAN. 
One of the most widely used trunking protocols is the one defined in the IEEE 802.1q 
standard, which has a 12-bit tag with a range of valid values from 1 to 4094. What is 
more, it defines the concept of Native VLAN, that is the VLAN whose packets go 
through the trunk as normal, untagged Ethernet frames. Native VLANs are also 
assigned management tasks. The dissemination of this standard has allowed the 
interoperability between different network device brands and models, even Virtual LANs 
are present. In particular, the feature of mapping the VLANs into which the LAN is 
subdivided on different wireless SSIDs is becoming more widespread. This allows 
homogeneity in the allocation of subnet IPs between the VLANs comprising the LAN 
and the SSIDs constituting the WLAN. Thanks to Zeroshell's support of VLAN 802.1q, 
the management of Multiple SSIDs per single Access Point and the possibility of 
bridging the interfaces that represent the VLAN with those representing the SSIDs, this 
is now possible and economical, without having to use a (physical) Access Point for 



each Virtual LAN that is to be reached via wireless network. 
 
For example, let's suppose an organisation has its LAN subdivided into 2 VLANs:  

• A VLAN to allow access to service hosts and the desktops of the organisation's 
permanent personnel. This VLAN, on which no restrictions are defined by the 
Firewall regarding internal network resources, has VID (VLAN ID) 1220 and must 
be accessible via wireless through an SSID called "Trusted Network". Access to 
this WLAN must be allowed only to those possessing a Smart Card or eToken 
with a personal X.509 certificate, this through WPA-EAP with RADIUS enabled 
to respond to EAP-TLS;  

• A VLAN to allow the guests with theirs laptops to access Internet, but with some 
firewall rules that limit the access to the internal network resources. Such VLAN, 
whose VID is established as 2350, is also via wireless with an unencrypted SSID 
called "Guest Network". Although traffic travels unencoded on this WLAN, 
access authentication is requested from the Captive Portal to which access is 
granted through a username and temporary password given to the guests. The 
choice of using the Captive Portal for this VLAN is motivated by the simplicity of 
access, which does not constrain the guests to configure their WiFi supplicant to 
request access to the WPA Enterprise. This last operation is not always 
immediate and/or readily supported by all operating systems, whereas the 
Captive Portal provides access regardless of the system type as long as it has a 
web browser.  

 
As illustrated below, two virtual SSIDs are created through the wifi-manager: "Trusted 
Network" corresponds to the Ethernet ETH02 interface, and has WPA Enterprise active; 
"Guest Network" corresponds to ETH03 instead. Even though the hardware we are 
using possesses 2 WiFi network cards (wifi0 and wifi1), it was decided to create both 
SSIDs on wifi0. This would save a radio channel, which is a precious resource when 
using 802.11b/g, since there are only three channels without frequency overlapping (1,6 
and 11).  
 
root@multi-AP root> wifi-manager 
 
[wifi0]  Chipset  AR5413 802.11abg NIC (rev 01) 
-- If -- Mode -- SSID --------------------------- Hide -- Security - 
>> ETH02  AP     Trusted Network                   no     WPA-EAP   
   ETH03  AP     Guest Network                     no     Plaintext                    
 
[wifi1]  Chipset  AR5413 802.11abg NIC (rev 01) 
-- If -- Mode -- SSID --------------------------- Hide -- Security - 
 
COMMANDS 
  <N> New SSID               <M> Modify SSID 
  <D> Delete SSID            <I> Show Information 
  <C> Std/Channel/Tx-Power 
  <L> List Stations          <S> Channel Scanning 
  <R> Restarting Devices     <Q> Quit 
 
>> 
 
 
Now, let's suppose that the Ethernet ETH00 interface is connected to a switch on a 
trunking port through which the two VLANs are carried with tags 1220 and 2350 in 
addition to the native VLAN: using the button [Create VLAN] we add the aforementioned 
Virtual LAN. Once this is done, we create two bridges by pressing [Make BRIDGE]: 
BRIDGE00 must connect ETH00.1220 (VLAN 1220) with ETH02 (SSID "Trusted 
Network") in layer 2, while BRIDGE01 must connect ETH00.2350 (VLAN 2350) with 
ETH03 (SSID "Guest Network"). Everything is illustrated in the figure below: 



 
SSID and VLAN bridging. Click on the image to enlarge it.  

 
 
You may notice that it is not strictly necessary to allocate an IP address to both bridges, 
whereas the ETH00 interface, which corresponds to the Native VLAN, is assigned IP 
address 192.168.0.75, connecting to it to execute Zeroshell's management options. 
Here, to complete this task, it is enough to activate the Captive Portal from session 
[Captive Portal]->[Gateway] on interface ETH03 (SSID "Guest Network") in Bridge 
Mode.  

Extend the Wireless geographically through OpenVPN 

Zeroshell uses OpenVPN with Tap (virtual Ethernet) devices as a Site-to-Site VPN 
solution. This offers advantages over protocols like IPsec in the sense it allows 
connecting organisation sites that are geographically distant using layer 2. In fact, since 
the Tap interface (Zeroshell calls it VPNnn) is very similar to the Ethernet interface 
(ETHnn), the VPNs can be bridged with the latter and also with wireless SSIDs. Thus, 
since there are no routing processes between the LAN and the WLAN, whether local or 
remote connected via VPN, the same IP subnet can be used everywhere. Therefore, not 
only a single DHCP server can be used to distribute the same IP address to each client, 
regardless of the site and connection type (Wired or Wireless), but protocols like 
NetBIOS, used to share Windows resources like printers and folders, can operate 
without having to use a WINS server in order to discover network resources, since 
broadcast traffic is uniformly propagated on the LAN and WLAN (local and remote). 
Always thanks to the similarity between the VPNs made with OpenVPN and actual 
Ethernet connections, it is possible to generalise the previous example by transporting 
802.1q VLANs in remote sites as well, extending them via wireless by bridging the 
interfaces that represent the VLAN transported by the VPN (in the previous example 
they are VPN00.1220 and VPN00.2350) with "Trusted Network" and "Guest Network" 
SSIDs. 



OpenVPN client configuration for 
Windows, Linux, Mac OS X and Windows 
Mobile for Pocket PC 
The purpose of this document is to lead the users to configure theirs OpenVPN clients 
to access to a VPN server. We will see how to install and configure the most used 
OpenVPN's GUI for Microsoft Windows, Linux, Mac OS X and Windows Mobile for 
Pocket PC. At the end of the document we will learn to use the OpenVPN's command 
line interface. This last possibility is useful, because the openvpn command, which you 
can execute by using the prompt (Unix Shell or Windows Prompt) accepts the same 
parameters and has the same behavior regardless from which Operating System you 
use. In addition, you could use the openvpn command in a script to automatically start 
the VPN connection. 
More precisely, we will see how to access to a VPN server builded with ZeroShell and 
configured with the default parameters. To obtain an OpenVPN server with the default 
behavior, you only need, after you have activated Zeroshell on your network, to enable 
the OpenVPN service by clicking on the Enabled flag in the [VPN]->[OpenVPN] section 
of the Zeroshell's web interface. By default, the OpenVPN server of Zeroshell listens on 
the port 1194/TCP with TLS/SSL encryption and LZO compression enabled. The user 
authentication well be checked by using username and password credentials, but we 
will try the X.509 authentication as well. 
For further details about the configuration of an OpenVPN server builded with ZeroShell, 
you can read the "An OpenVPN server using Zeroshell" how-to.  
 
 
The sections in which this how-to is divided are as follows below. Keep in mind that the 
first section, which is related to the configuration file of OpenVPN, it is common to the 
other ones, because the configuration file do not depend on the GUI or Operating 
System that you use.  

• The configuration file of OpenVPN 
• OpenVPN GUI for Windows 
• Tunnelblick for Mac OS X 
• KVpnc for Linux 
• OpenVPN for Windows Mobile on Pocket PC 
• The command line of OpenVPN 
• Build and install OpenVPN 

 

The configuration file of OpenVPN 

Because the large number of parameters you can define either in the configuration file 
or in the command line, you could configure OpenVPN in many different manners. In 
any case, to obtain a connection with a Zeroshell VPN server, you only need to define a 
small number of them in your client's configuration file. In order to further simplify the 
configuration of the OpenVPN client, you could download an example of configuration 
file by clicking on the link OpenVPN Client configuration.The file has comments that 
explain the meaning of the parameters, but only 2 of them you surely need to change to 
obtain a VPN connection with Zeroshell:  

• remote zeroshell.example.com 1194 
 
You have to replace zeroshell.example.com with the hostname or the IP address 
of the OpenVPN server. The Zeroshell's default configuration requires that the 
OpenVPN service listens on the port 1194/TCP and therefore you must not 
modify the second parameter (1194).  



• ca CA.pem 
 
The ca parameter specify a file (in PEM format), that contains the X.509 
Certification Authority with which the server certificate has been signed. To get 
the CA's X.509 certificate, you only need to click on the CA hyperlink in the 
Zeroshell's login page (see the screenshot). If you save the CA's certificate with 
the name CA.pem in the same directory of the configuration file, the you do not 
need to change the parameter. Otherwise, you must specify the absolute path of 
the file. 
Keep in mind that certificate of the Certification Authority is required also if you 
do not use the X.509 client authentication but the "Only Password" 
authentication (Default in Zeroshell).  

Notice, that you will always have to manually edit the configuration file. This is because 
the Graphical User Interfaces that we are going to learn do not assist you in the creation 
and maintenance of the OpenVPN's configuration. They only help you to connect and 
disconnect the VPN, and ask for the username and password if they are required.  

OpenVPN GUI for Windows 

To install OpenVPN GUI for Windows on a Microsoft Windows XP 32/64 bits, follow the 
steps below:  

• Download the installer from the URL http://openvpn.se/download.html. Choose 
he file that contains the GUI and the OpenVPN software already included;  

• Start with the installation. Select the default options and confirm the installation 
of the TAP-Win32 Adapter V8 device (it is a Virtual Ethernet interface used by 
OpenVPN). 
When the Installer has finished to work, the TrayBar contains the VPN icon with 
two red terminals and the Earth Globe symbol. Such terminals are yellow when 
OpenVPN is trying to establish the connection and they are green when you are 
finally connected with the VPN;  

• In the Windows Start Menu, click on [Start]->[All Programs]->[OpenVPN]-
>[OpenVPN configuration file directory]. You will be able to explore the folder:  

C:\Program Files\OpenVPN\config 

in which you must copy the files zeroshell.ovpn that contains the OpenVPN 
configuration and CA.pem that is the X.509 Certification Authority certificate. You 
can look at the previous section for details on how to obtain these files;  

• Edit the file zeroshell.ovpn and replace zeroshell.example.com with the 
hostname or the IP address of the OpenVPN router;  

• At this point, you have finished to install and configure the OpenVPN client and 
its GUI. With a double-click on the OpenVPN icon in the Tray Bar, you can try to 
start the VPN connection. A dialog box will appear and request you to type the 
username and the password to be authenticated (look at the note *). If the 
authentication step is successfully completed, then the VPN connection will be 
established and the two yellow terminals will become green.  

By right-clicking on the OpenVPN icon in the Traybar appears a contextual menu with 
several useful options: Connect, Disconnect, Show Status, View Log, Edit Config, Proxy 
Settings. Particularly useful to solve connection problems is the item View Log that 
allows to know the reason of the failures. 
 
If instead the VPN is connected (the two terminals are green), but you are not able to 
reach the remote LAN or Internet using the Virtual Private Network, then you should use 
the ipconfig /all command from the Windows Prompt. Here there is an example of the 
lines of output about the virtual Ethernet interface:  
 
Ethernet adapter Local Area Connection 7: 



 
        Connection-specific DNS Suffix  . : 
        Description . . . . . . . . . . . : TAP-Win32 Adapter V8 
        Physical Address. . . . . . . . . : 00-FF-AD-63-83-3D 
        Dhcp Enabled. . . . . . . . . . . : Yes 
        Autoconfiguration Enabled . . . . : Yes 
        IP Address. . . . . . . . . . . . : 192.168.250.51 
        Subnet Mask . . . . . . . . . . . : 255.255.255.0 
        Default Gateway . . . . . . . . . : 192.168.250.254 
        DHCP Server. . . . . . . . . . . .: 192.168.0.0 
        DNS Servers . . . . . . . . . . . : 192.168.250.254 
        Lease Obtained. . . . . . . . . . : 16 September 2007 19.51.37 
        Lease Expires . . . . . . . . . . : 15 September 2008 19.51.37 
To be sure that the IP traffic is actually routed across the VPN and hence encrypted, 
you must check that the IP Address and the Default Gateway assigned to the TAP 
Virtual Interface belong to the remote LAN you are connected. To better check this 
condition, you could also use the tracert /d <Remote IP Address> command: if the first 
hop that is printed belongs to a subnet of the remote LAN then your VPN works fine and 
the traffic that reaches the remote site is encrypted across Internet.  

Tunnelblick for Mac OS X 

A Graphical User Interface for OpenVPN on Mac OS X is a package called Tunnelblick. 
To install this GUI, follow the steps below:  

• Download the package from the site http://www.tunnelblick.net. It is a Zip 
compressed file which contains the GUI and the OpenVPN software;  

• Double-click on the zip file (we suppose it is located on the Desktop) to extract 
the only file that contains. The executable file called Tunnelblick appears on the 
Desktop;  

• Double-click on the file Tunnelblick to start the program. A dialog box appears to 
alert you that configuration files must be stored in the directory Library/openvpn/. 
Press [Continue] and then close the openvpn.conf configuration file. We will not 
use this example file;  

• Tunnelblick is now installed and its icon appears near the clock. At this point, you 
have to configure OpenVPN to establish the VPN connection with a Zeroshell 
server;  

• Get the files zeroshell.ovpn and CA.pem and use the Finder to put them in the 
directory Library/openvpn of the user home directory. If you don't know how to 
obtain these two files, please read the section The configuration file of 
OpenVPN. If you want you can remove the sample file openvpn.conf from the 
folder Library/openvpn;  

• Close Tunnelblick by clicking the [Quit] item from the menu that appears by 
clicking on the Tunnelblick's icon. Restart it again by double-clicking on the 
Tunnelblick program. The item [Connect 'Zeroshell'] is now available in the 
Tunnelblick menu. Choose it to start the VPN connection with the Zeroshell 
server;  

• Select the item [Details...] and then the button [Edit Configuration] in the dialog 
box which appears. Replace zeroshell.example.com with the hostname or the IP 
address of the VPN server. Save the configuration file and exit;  

• Start the VPN connection by selecting the item [Connect 'Zeroshell']. In the 
dialog box that appears type the username and password (look at the Note *).  

In the case in which there are connection problems, select the item [Details...] to check 
the OpenVPN's log messages. 
If you want to verify that the IP address that the VPN server has assigned to you, 
actually belongs to the remote LAN with which you are connected, you have to open a 
Mac OS X Terminal and at the prompt of the shell type the command:  
 
ifconfig tap0  
 
the result looks like this:  
tap0: flags=8843<UP,BROADCAST,RUNNING,SIMPLEX,MULTICAST> mtu 1500 
        inet 192.168.250.1 netmask 0xffffff00 broadcast 192.168.250.255 



        ether b6:da:d9:91:22:ff  
        open (pid 368) 
The line that starts with inet show you that the VPN IP address assigned to you is 
192.168.250.1 (by default Zeroshell issues IP addresses which belong to the subnet 
192.168.250.0/24 with 192.168.250.254 as Default Gateway). To be sure that the IP 
traffic is actually routed across the VPN and hence encrypted, you must check that the 
IP Address and the Default Gateway assigned to the TAP Virtual Interface belong to the 
remote LAN you are connected. To better check this condition, you could also use the 
traceroute -n <Remote IP Address> command: if the first hop that is printed belongs 
to a subnet of the remote LAN (192.168.250.254 by default) then your VPN works fine 
and the traffic that reaches the remote site is encrypted across Internet.  

KVpnc for Linux 

KVpnc is a Linux frontend that is able to manage many type of VPN clients such as: 
Cisco VPN, IPSec, PPTP, OpenVPN, L2TP. It has also the SmartCard support. 
Obviously, in this document we will see only the installation and configuration of KVpnc 
related to OpenVPN. Binary packages of KVpnc exist for many Linux distributions such 
as the RPM for Suse and Fedora. For Ubuntu and Kubuntu (and other Debian derived 
distributions), you can easily install KVpnc with OpenVPN by using the commands: 
 
         sudo apt-get install openvpn 
         sudo apt-get install kvpnc  
 
Notice that, unlike the other GUIs, the packages of KVpnc do not include OpenVPN, but 
you must install it alone. In order to make this document regardless of the Linux 
Distribution used, we will build and install KVpnc by compiling the source code, but if a 
binary package exists for your Linux distribution, you should prefer to use it without 
waste your time in the building process. 
Because KVpnc uses the QT libraries, their presence and their include files are required 
in the build process. In the next steps, we will assume that the OpenVPN package is 
already installed. If you are not in this situation, you should read the section Build and 
install OpenVPN to learn to install OpenVPN. 
Now we are ready to install and configure KVpnc by following the steps given bellow:  

• Download the KVpnc's source code package from the web page 
http://home.gna.org/kvpnc/. We'll use the release 0.8.9 of KVpnc, but you should 
get the latest one;  

• Extract the source code by using the command: 
       tar xvfj kvpnc-0.8.9.tar.bz2  

• Build and install KVpnc by following this steps: 
       cd kvpnc-0.8.9 
       ./configure 
       make 
       sudo make install 
 
For some Linux distributions, the ./configure command could be unable to locate 
the QT libraries. In this case, you must find out where the include files and the 
libraries are located and specify the paths by adding the parameters --with-qt-
includes=/usr/lib64/qt-3.3/include/ --with-qt-libraries=/usr/lib64/qt-3.3/lib/ to the 
./configure. Of course, you should replace the path /usr/lib64/qt-3.3/ with the one 
in which the QT libraries are located in your Linux system;  

• Make the directory /etc/openvpn/ with the command sudo mkdir /etc/openvpn 
and copy in the new directory the files zeroshell.ovpn and CA.pem. How to 
obtain such files is described in the section The configuration file of OpenVPN;  

• To use KVpnc with unprivileged users the sudo command is required and the 
line 
       ALL ALL=NOPASSWD:/usr/bin/kvpnc 
 
must be added at the end of the file /etc/sudoers (notice that you need to have 
administrator privileges to change this file). After that, you are able to launch the 
kvpnc process by using the command:  



       sudo /usr/bin/kvpnc 
 
In this manner, the kvpnc will have the root's privileges needed to create the 
tap0 Virtual Ethernet Interface and add the static routes in the Kernel routing 
table;  

• Import the profile that allow you to create a VPN with Zeroshell by using the 
following command: 
        
kvpnc --openvpnimport=/etc/openvpn/zeroshell.ovpn 
 
By using the Profile Manager that appears, make the following configuration 
changes:  

o From the General options, insert in the VPN gateway field the IP address 
or the hostname of the VPN server; 

o From the OpenVPN options, check that the Authentication method is the 
SHA1 hash function and not MD5 one; 

Press [Apply] and then [Ok] on the Profile Manager. After that, save the 
Zeroshell profile using the [Profile]->[Save Profile...] menu item and close kvpnc 
interface with [File]->[Quit] menu item; 

• Start the KVpnc GUI with the command sudo /usr/bin/kvpnc and click the 
[Connect] button to establish the VPN connection. At this point, you are 
requested for the username and the password to use to authenticate your 
identity against the VPN server (look at the Note *).  

If you want to verify that the IP address that the VPN server has assigned to you, 
actually belongs to the remote LAN with which you are connected, you have to open a 
terminal and at the prompt of the shell type the command:  
 
ifconfig tap0  
 
the result looks like this:  
tap0      Link encap:Ethernet  HWaddr 26:8F:1E:31:44:DD 
          inet addr:192.168.250.50  Bcast:192.168.250.255  Mask:255.255.255.0 
          inet6 addr: fe80::248f:1eff:fe31:44dd/64 Scope:Link 
          UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST  MTU:1500  Metric:1 
          RX packets:19 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0 
          TX packets:25 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0 
          collisions:0 txqueuelen:100 
          RX bytes:1384 (1.3 KiB)  TX bytes:1668 (1.6 KiB) 
The line that starts with inet show you that the VPN IP address assigned to you is 
192.168.250.50 (by default Zeroshell issues IP addresses which belong to the subnet 
192.168.250.0/24 with 192.168.250.254 as Default Gateway). To be sure that the IP 
traffic is actually routed across the VPN and hence encrypted, you must check that the 
IP Address and the Default Gateway assigned to the TAP Virtual Interface belong to the 
remote LAN you are connected. To better check this condition, you could also use the 
traceroute -n <Remote IP Address> command: if the first hop that is printed belongs 
to a subnet of the remote LAN (192.168.250.254 by default) then your VPN works fine 
and the traffic that reaches the remote site is encrypted across Internet.  

OpenVPN for Windows Mobile on Pocket PC 

OpenVPN for Pocket PC is still an Alpha release, but it worked fine during the test on 
Microsoft Windows Mobile v5.0 installed on a PDA i-Mate JASJAR (equivalent to a HTC 
Universal Qtek 9000). Before seeing how to install and configure this software, notice 
that you will have to manually modify the OpenVPN configuration file and therefore you 
should use Microsoft ActiveSync for editing from your Personal Computer. Another 
solution could be to install on your PPC the Total Commander CE that is a Freeware 
File Manager for Pocket PC, available at the URL http://www.ghisler.com/pocketpc.htm. 
This filemanager includes an Editor which allows you to edit the OpenVPN configuration 
file directly from your Palm Device. 
Now, follow the steps below to install OpenVPN for Windows Mobile on your Pocket PC:  



• Download the OpenVPN for Pocket PC from the site 
http://ovpnppc.ziggurat29.com/ovpnppc-main.htm. There are two type of file: the 
.exe format that you can install from your Personal Computer connected to the 
PPC with ActiveSync; the .cab format that you can directly install on your Pocket 
PC. Pick the package in the format that you prefer and install it.  

• Supposing that you have installed OpenVPN for Pocket PC in the directory 
\Program Files\OpenVPN of the device's memory, copy the files zeroshell.ovpn 
and CA.pem in the folder \Program Files\OpenVPN\config. To know how to 
obtain these two files, read the section The configuration file of OpenVPN;  

• Edit the configuration file \Program Files\OpenVPN\config\zeroshell.ovpn to 
connect to your OpenVPN server:  

o Replace zeroshell.example.com with the IP address or the hostname of 
the OpenVPN server; 

o Replace CA.pem with the path of the file that contains the Certification 
Authority. In your case the path is: 
 
       ca "\\Program Files\\OpenVPN\\config\\CA.pem" 
 
Notice the double quotes and the double backslashes that are requested 
by the syntax of this parameter; 

• Click on the icon of OpenVPN and from the submenu [Start from Config.] select 
zeroshell. At this point you are requested for the Username and Password (look 
at the Note *). If the client is authenticated against the server, the VPN 
connection is established.  

If you have connection problems, check the log file \Program 
Files\OpenVPN\log\zeroshell.log. Finally, to verify that the traffic is actually routed and 
encrypted in the VPN you need to perform a traceroute operation at a remote host: if the 
first hop that is reported belongs to the remote LAN (by default the VPN box has the IP 
192.168.250.254), you are sure that the VPN works as you expect. Windows Mobile has 
not a traceroute utility and therefore you need to install one. A free software to make 
network debugging is ceNetTools with which you are able to make the traceroute, the 
ping and whois operations.  

The command line of OpenVPN 

If the system you are using has not a Graphical User Interface for OpenVPN, you have 
to use the OpenVPN's command line. This can also be used in the case in which you 
want to automatically start the VPN by using the startup scripts. By typing the command 
man openvpn from a Unix shell, the OpenVPN's manual page will be displayed. A great 
number of parameters are available to directly use in the command line prefixed by two 
consecutive hyphens (--). The same parameters (not prefixed by --) can also be 
specified in the configuration file. Except for a few cases, it is better to specify the 
parameters in a configuration file rather than having them in a too long and heavy to 
read command line. 
This section does not examine the parameters because they are already listed and 
described in the manual page of OpenVPN, but it only describe how to establish a VPN 
with a Zeroshell OpenVPN server by using the command line:  

• Put the files zeroshell.ovpn and CA.pem in a same directory (suppose 
/etc/openvpn/). For details about how to obtain these files, read the section The 
configuration file of OpenVPN;  

• Edit the configuration file zeroshell.ovpn replacing zeroshell.example.com with 
the IP address or hostname of the VPN server;  

• Change the current directory to /etc/openvpn/ and exec (with root privileges) the 
command: 
 
       openvpn --config zeroshell.ovpn 
 
At this point, you are requested for the Username and the Password (look at the 



Note *). If the client is authenticated against the server, the VPN connection is 
established.  

Build and install OpenVPN 

For the most operating system in which OpenVPN works, binary packages already 
compiled exist. Anyway, sometimes, above all for some Linux Distributions, you could 
need to build OpenVPN by starting with the source code. Below, it is described how to 
build OpenVPN:  

• Download the OpenVPN's source code from the site http://openvpn.net. Pick the 
latest stable release that is available (suppose the release 2.0.9 in the rest of this 
document);  

• Extract the files which are stored in the zipped archive that you have 
downloaded by using the tar command in the following manner: 
       tar xvfz openvpn-2.0.9.tar.gz  

• Change the current directory to openvpn-2.0.9 with the command: 
       cd openvpn-2.0.9  

• Check the system and produce the Makefiles by using the following command: 
       ./configure --prefix=/usr 
 
If the ./configure procedure claims that the lzo libraries and headers are not 
found in the system, install the lzo compression software as follows below:  

o Download the source package of LZO from the site 
http://www.oberhumer.com/ and extract its content with the command: 
       tar xvfz lzo-2.02.tar.gz  

o Change the current directory to lzo-2.02 and install the LZO software with 
the commands:  

� ./configure 
� make 
� make install   (This command needs to be executed with root 

privileges to write in /usr) 

Once installed the lzo libraries and headers, came back to the directory 
openvpn-2.0.9 and launch again the command 
       ./configure --prefix=/usr  

• Compile the source code with the Makefiles you have just created by using the 
command: 
       make  

• Install the binary program openvpn and its manual pages with the command: 
       make install 
 
Because the files will be written below the system directory /usr, the last 
command must be executed with root privileges.  

 
 

Notes 
(*) The manner in which the users are authenticated depend on the OpenVPN server 
configuration. Zeroshell supports a multi-domain authentication system in which you 
have to configure the authentication source which can be a Kerberos 5 KDC (local, 
external and trusted) or an external RADIUS server. One of these authentication 
domains is set to be the default domain. The users of the default domain do not need to 
specify the username in the form of username@domain (ex. fulvio@example.com). 
Notice that the domain name is not case sensitive, because if the domain is configured 
to be a Kerberos V realm, it is automatically converted to uppercase. 



A VPN Host-to-LAN router by using 
OpenVPN 
The purpose of this document is to describe how to configure an OpenVPN Gateway for 
the Host-to-LAN Virtual Private Network. The sections in which the how-to is divided are 
the followings:  

• Why using OpenVPN as VPN Gateway 
• Default configuration for VPN Host-to-LAN with OpenVPN 
• OpenVPN authentication with Username and Password 
• OpenVPN authentication with X.509 digital certificates 
• VPN in Routed or Bridged mode 
• VPN statistics and log messages 

Why using OpenVPN as VPN Gateway 

Zeroshell was able to act as VPN gateway for the Host-to-LAN connections already 
starting with its first release. However, only the L2TP/IPSec VPNs were supported. This 
combination of tunnels, the first (IPSec) authenticated by the IKE with X.509 certificates 
and the second (L2TP) authenticated with username and password credentials against 
the local Kerberos 5 KDC, has showed its limits soon. Many of the issues of 
L2TP/IPSec, which have been solved by using OpenVPN, are listed below:  

• It is not possible to avoid deploying a X.509 certificate and the related private 
key to any VPN client. This problem can be resolved building a PKI (Public Key 
Infrastructure) to sign and manage X.509 certificates. Zeroshell has the X.509 
Certification Authority module, but in any case, its management could take too 
time for some organizations 

• After the X.509 authentication, it is not possible to avoid the second 
authentication with username and password. This double authentication, in some 
cases, could be considered a time waster, specially when the certificate is stored 
on a Smart Card and to unlock the private key, the PIN code is already needed; 

• The L2TP/IPSec VPN clients are not easily configurable also in the case in 
which the Operating System includes native support for such type of VPN; 

• Either the client reaches Internet across a NAT router or the VPN server has a 
private IP address, the IPSec protocol has some authentication problems due to 
the fact that, the NAT Gateway alters the IP headers. The solution to this type of 
problems consists either in the use on the NAT routers of unstandardized VPN 
pass-through techniques or in the NAT-T (NAT Traversal) which allow to 
encapsulate the IPSec packets in UDP flow (port 4500). The NAT-T is a 
standardized protocol, but the VPN clients need to negotiate the use of it with the 
VPN gateway only when there is actually a NAT device between them. 

To avoid the problems related to the use of L2TP/IPSec, starting with the release 
1.0.beta7 of Zeroshell, it is possible use configure OpenVPN to act as VPN gateway for 
the Roadwarrior's connections. Notice that, Zeroshell was already using OpenVPN to 
make possible Site-to-Site VPN either in routed or bridged mode and with the possibility 
to transport the 802.1q VLANs across Internet. The stability and the flexibility 
demonstrated in the LAN-to-LAN VPNs has pushed in the direction of using this 
software also for the Host-to-LAN ones. 
The advantages in the use of OpenVPN in Roadwarrior VPN are:  

• The OpenVPN service is quite and easily configurable by using the web interface 
(look at the image);  

• In addition to the X.509 client authentication which requires that any user has a 
personal certificate and the related private key, by using OpenVPN it is possible 
to be authenticated with username and password either against an external 
RADIUS server or against an external and the local Kerberos 5 KDC (look at the 



note *). The last capability makes possible the authentication of the users of a 
Microsoft Active Directory Domain.  

• As you can see from the document OpenVPN client configuration for Windows, 
Linux, Mac OS X and Windows Mobile for Pocket PC, an OpenVPN GUI is 
installable on the most used operating systems;  

• When OpenVPN is configured to use the TAP devices (that are software 
Ethernet Interface), it encapsulates Ethernet frames in the SSL encrypted tunnel. 
The advantage in the use of an Ethernet VPN is that, in addition to the routed 
mode in which the VPN gateway acts as a layer 3 router, it is possible to bridge 
the physical Ethernet Interfaces with the VPN ones. In this manner, not only the 
IP protocol can be sent across the VPN, but also other layer 3 protocols such as 
SPX/IPX NetWare, AppleTalk and NetBeui. 
Because in bridged mode, the Ethernet broadcast is also forwarded across the 
VPN, it is possible to use, for the remote VPN clients, the same DHCP server 
used for then LAN.  

• In last analysis, the approach of OpenVPN appears robust, because not only 
uses strongest cryptographic algorithms available in the OpenSSL libraries, but 
also the developers are careful about the quality of the code. This makes 
OpenVPN a secure and stable software by reducing the presence of security 
holes.  

 
OpenVPN web interface. Click on the image to enlarge it.  

Default configuration for VPN Host-to-LAN with 
OpenVPN 

The default VPN Host-to-LAN configuration makes starting the service as easy as 
possible. In fact, in order to connect to Zeroshell in VPN, simply click the Enabled flag in 
the [VPN]->[Host-to-LAN (OpenVPN)] section (see illustration) to start the openvpn 
process which listens for incoming connections. For quick client setup, use the 
zeroshell.ovpn setup file available in the download section. Parameters specified in this 
client setup file reflect the VPN gateway default configuration and only the IP address 
and hostname to be connected to need be changed. For further information on VPN 



client setup, see the following How-To. 
Default configuration features, along with the reasons for this choice, are listed below. 
Taking a look at the illustration which corresponds to the initial OpenVPN configuration 
may be useful as a summary.  

• OpenVPN lets you select the UDP or TCP transport protocol in which the SSL 
encrypted tunnel is encapsulated. Zeroshell uses TCP by default since it rapidly 
renegotiates the connection if VPN is down for connectivity problems. With UDP 
on the other hand, when service is down, client and server only retry the 
connection after a certain number of seconds set by the --ping-restart n 
parameter. However, it should be noted that when TCP is used as tunnel 
transport for connections which, in turn, can be either TCP or UDP, there is a 
greater overheard then when UDP is used. The reason for this is found in the 
fact that TCP, as a connection-oriented protocol, runs integrity controls if VPN 
encapsulation is redundant, since data integrity is newly controlled for the flows 
that cross VPN. However, it has been seen that this overhead is negligible and 
potential performance with TCP is nearly the same as those with UDP. Another 
determinant factor in using TCP was the consideration of the fact that TCP ports 
are must less frequently blocked on firewalls than UDP ones. 

• In addition to the protocol, the port on which client connections are accepted can 
also be selected. By default, Zeroshell uses port 1194 since this is the one 
officially assigned by IANA to OpenVPN. 

• Authentication is set so that only the usernames and passwords of local 
Zeroshell users are authenticated. Authentication with X.509 digital certificates or 
to remote RADIUS or Kerberos 5 servers is not intuitive enough to be included in 
the default configuration.  

• Since client authentication with X.509 is disabled by default, the OpenVPN 
server requires a certificate in order to establish an encrypted channel with VPN 
clients. By default, this certificate is the one automatically generated by Zeroshell 
at first startup.  

• By default, Zeroshell runs OpenVPN in routing mode with IP addresses in subnet 
192.168.250.0/255.255.255.0, and default gateway and DNS 192.168.250.254 
(itself). Additionally, the source NAT is enabled by default to avoid having to set 
static routes or enable RIP version 2 protocol on routers to reach clients 
connected in VPN.  

• Lastly, LZO compression and traffic encryption are enabled. However, these two 
features cannot be set by the web interface and, therefore, cannot be disabled.  

At this point, having taken a look at the initial VPN Host-to-LAN configuration, we will 
now see how to adjust Zeroshell behavior to our needs. It is immediately obvious that 
OpenVPN software has an extremely flexible configuration thanks to its numerous 
settings but that the Zeroshell web interface only permits a limited number of them to be 
edited. In the attempt to get around the problem, the configuration page includes a 
Command Line Parameters field where settings can be directly entered in the openvpn 
process. 

OpenVPN authentication with Username and Password 

Using the Authentication selection box (see illustration) the authentication method can 
be selected using username and password only, X.509 digital certificate or both. For 
authentication with username and password, different sources can be used to verify 
credentials. Zeroshell selects the correct authentication provider based on the domain 
indicated in the username, which must be in username@domain format. If the user does 
not indicate the domain, Zeroshell uses the default domain whose settings are 
described later and which initially match the local user database. Authentication sources 
can be Kerberos 5 servers, Kerberos realm in cross authentication (trust relationship) 
with local KDC or external RADIUS servers. The illustration below shows how to 
configure authentication domains. 



 
Authentication sources for OpenVPN. Click the image to enlarge.  

 
Click on the button [+] in the Password Authentication frame to open a form used to 
configure the authentication domain.  

Kerberos 5 domain 
This is a Kerberos 5 realm. Enter the name in the Domain Name field and select either 
External Kerberos 5 Realm or Trusted Kerberos 5 Realm. In the first case, credentials 
are simply verified attempting to acquire a TGT (Ticket Granting Ticket) for the user. In 
the second case, in addition to TGT acquisition, acquiring a valid service ticket is also 
attempted exploiting the trust relationship between local Zeroshell REALM and the 
external one. It is obvious that this second case offers a higher level of security due to 
verifying the authenticity of the external Kerberos server, but requires more expert 
configuration since the trust relationship needs to be set on both Zeroshell and the 
external KDC. 
Remember that in this phase, only the domain name is specified but not the authority 
Kerberos servers for this realm. The way that Zeroshell knows which KDC to contact to 
verify the credentials of the remote user who wants to connect in VPN is set in the form 
activated by [Kerberos 5]->[Realms]. Here, the external realm with the list of relevant 
Kerberos servers can be added or automatic discovery that assumes DNS use of SRV 
records specific for Kerberos can be enabled. 
If you want to permit Microsoft Active Directory domain users to be authenticated on 
OpenVPN, simply remember that a Kerberos server is running on each Windows 
2000/2003 domain controller able to authenticate users. Therefore, simply state the 
Active Directory domain as External Kerberos 5 Realm and add the realm with the list of 
Domain Controllers in form [Kerberos 5]->[Realms]. Since Active Directory DNS 
manage SRV records for Kerberos, automatic discovery can be simply enabled instead 
of stating the Domain Controllers. 
Lastly, in the Password Authentication frame, note that Automatically authorize any 
trusted Kerberos 5 Realm is flagged. If enabled, all users in realms that have a cross 
authentication relationship can be authenticated in VPN without having to add each of 
these domains as described above.  



RADIUS domain 
If users must be authenticated from an external RADIUS server, the domain name must 
be entered and RADIUS Proxy Domain selected. Since OpenVPN uses the proxying 
mechanism to query local FreeRADIUS which sorts authentication requests to the 
authority RADIUS, first check that it is running and add the external RADIUS server to 
the proxy server list found in [RADIUS]->[Proxy]. The external RADIUS server Shared 
Secret must be specified in this list. 
Remember the the @domain part of the username may need to be eliminated according 
to the external RADIUS server configuration when requesting authentication. In this 
case, when adding the RADIUS server in [RADIUS]->[Proxy], disable the No Strip flag. 
If you want to delegate a RADIUS server to directly meet or delegate another server for 
any RADIUS authentication request that is not under the explicitly defined domains, add 
a Default RADIUS by selecting Default in the Realm Type box. 
Lastly, as with Kerberos 5 authentication, the Password Authentication frame includes 
an Automatically authorize any Proxy RADIUS Domain flag When this flag is enabled, 
proxy authentication is attempted even if the domain is not explicitly authorized. 
 
Having seen the server side configuration for authentication with username and 
password, it should be noted that the auth-user-pass option must be defined in the VPN 
client setup file or on the openvpn command line so that the VPN client requests 
credentials. 

OpenVPN authentication with X.509 digital certificates 

Authentication with X.509 digital certificates, where each user who wants to connect in 
VPN needs a digital certificate and relevant private key, can be requested with or 
without authentication with username and password according to whether X.509 
Certificate + Password or Only X.509 Certificate is selected in the Authentication 
checkbox. 
In the first case, if X.509 authentication is successful, a second authentication is run with 
Kerberos 5 or RADIUS as previously described. Generally, when this type of double 
authentication is used, the X.509 digital certificate is not the user's, but a host certificate 
assigned to the machine. This masks user identification (since several users can 
connect from the same system) and therefore the username and password are 
requested. 
In the second case, personal certificates assigned to the user are used where the user 
is identified by the certificate's Common Name (CN field). This makes additional 
credential requests superfluous. 
For a client certificate (whether personal assigned to the user or host assigned to the 
machine) to be recognized as valid by the OpenVPN gateway, two conditions must be 
met: the first is that the Certification Authority (CA for short) that signed the certificate is 
in the Zeroshell Trusted CAs file; second is that this CA is authorized to verify access in 
VPN. 
To meet these two conditions, see the illustration below and complete the following 
steps: 



 
Authentication configuration with digital certificates. Click the image to enlarge.  

 

• Click the [Authentication] button in the X.509 Configuration frame. As you can 
see, three Certification Authority certificates are loaded. Since all digital 
certificates signed by these CA are deemed authentic, only those corresponding 
to the checked Certification Authority are authorized for VPN connection. In our 
case, these are certificates issued by the Zeroshell example CA.  

• Click the [Trusted CAs Manager] button and import the certificate from the 
Certification Authority you want to authorize in the form in PEM format (Base-64 
encryption) If you have a Certificate Revocation List (CRL) for revoked certificate 
publication, you can load it following the same CA import procedure. Thanks to 
CRL, revoked certificates will not have access to VPN gateway.  

• Returning to the OpenVPN X.509 Authentication form, you can see that the 
newly imported CA is considered a reliable certification source. To authorize 
VPN connections to clients that have a certificate issued by this Certification 
Authority, simply check the control box and click [Save] to save.  

 

VPN in Routed or Bridged mode 

Starting with the Zeroshell release 1.0.beta7, you can see that the VPN99 virtual 
interface is automatically created and configured during startup. This is a TAP device 
meaning an Ethernet software interface with which OpenVPN hook up to the SSL 
encrypted tunnel and permits Kernel management as if it were any other type of 
Ethernet card. This means that this interface can be assigned an IP address and 
appropriately configure routing or make it part of a bridge along with other Ethernet 
interfaces. Based on whether you opt for the first or second possibility (where VPN99 is 
a member of a bridge), VPN connections will be in routing or in bridging. 
It is obvious that if Routed Mode is selected, the IP address assigned to the VPN99 
interface must match the default gateway assigned to VPN clients. This need not be 
done manually since Zeroshell automatically assigns the IP address to VPN99 when the 
Virtual Private Network service is configured. 



Lastly, it is important to note that the way OpenVPN is configured on Zeroshell, clients 
simultaneously connected in VPN are isolated from each other and therefore cannot 
communicate unless through the gateway. This choice was forced by the security 
criteria with which, for example, we want to prevent a VPN client from sharing his virtual 
interface and sniff traffic not addressed to him. However, if you believe that VPN clients 
should communicate with each other, simple add --client-to-client to the web interface 
Command Line Parameters text box. This setting will enable visibility in layer 2 by the 
openvpn process and not in the Kernel that permits clients to see each other. Since 
Kernel does not handle this communication, there is no hope of configuring the Firewall 
(Netfilter) to prevent any type of traffic between clients in the Virtual Private Network.  

VPN statistics and log messages 

 

 
VPN statistics. Click the image to enlarge.  

 



 
VPN log messages. Click the image to enlarge.  

 
 

Notes 
(*) The manner in which the users are authenticated depend on the OpenVPN server 
configuration. Zeroshell supports a multi-domain authentication system in which you 
have to configure the authentication source which can be a Kerberos 5 KDC (local, 
external and trusted) or an external RADIUS server. One of these authentication 
domains is set to be the default domain. The users of the default domain do not need to 
specify the username in the form of username@domain (ex. fulvio@example.com). 
Notice that the domain name is not case sensitive, because if the domain is configured 
to be a Kerberos V realm, it is automatically converted to uppercase. 



QoS and Traffic Shaping in Transparent 
Bridge mode 
The purpose of this document is to describe the realization of a transparent bridge which 
is able to perform QoS (Quality of Service) and bandwidth management on the network 
traffic that crosses it. The bridge mode choice (instead that routed mode) is justified by 
the simplicity with which this component can be introduced inside a network topology 
without having to change the IP parameters such as the subnet and the Default Gateway 
As shown in the diagram of the Figure 1, we will add the QoS Bridge between the 
Internet router and the layer 2 switch through which the hosts of the LAN are connected. 
Note that the simplicity of the chosen configuration does not affect the generality of the 
proceeding which will be possible to apply in more complex network topologies. In any 
case, keep in mind that the proceeding still remains valid even if Zeroshell is configured 
to act as a layer 3 router instead that as bridge. This is because the QoS classes are 
attached directly to the network interfaces (Ethernet, VPN, PPPoE, VPN bond and 
Bridge) and do not depend on the selected forwarding mode (routing or bridging). 

  



 
Figure 1. QoS and Traffic Shaping in bridge mode.  

In the following example configuration, we will create a certain number of classes of 
traffic to which we will assign the QoS parameters such as the Priority, the Guaranteed 
Minimum Bandwidth in the case of congested network and the Maximum Bandwidth not 
surmountable either when the network is not congested.  
We will use the Layer 7 Filters, that with the DPI (Deep Packet Inspection) can classify 
traffics such as VoIp and Peer-to-Peer that are not possible to intercept by using filters 
on TCP and UDP ports.  
In greater details, we will obtain the following results:  

• To classify the VoIP (Voice over IP) traffic such as the one produced by SIP, 
H323, Skype and MSN Messenger connections inside a class with high priority 
and guaranteed bandwidth. Doing so, the latency time is reduced and therefore 
the quality of video and voice reproduction is increased;  

• To limit the maximum bandwidth available for the file sharing P2P (Peer to Peer) 
transfers;  



• To avoid that the interactive traffic such as the one produced by telnet and SSH 
remote shell is delayed. This is achieved by classifying this type of traffic inside a 
class with high priority and low latency;  

• To classify the bulk traffic, that is the flow generated by the ftp and smtp 
transfers, in which a lot of large data packets are moved across the network, but 
they do not need to be delivered with low latency. In this case, we have to use a 
class with low priority, but without a maximum bandwidth limit.  

In order to fix the ideas, we will suppose to have an asymmetric Internet bandwidth with 
4Mbit/s for downstream and 2Mbit/s for upstream and assign to the QoS classes the 
parameters reported in Table 1 
 

QoS 
Class Protocols Priority Guaranteed Maximum 

VOIP SIP, H323, Skype, MSN Messenger High 1Mbit/s   

P2P eMule, EDonkey, KaZaA, Gnutella, 
BitTorrent, Direct Connect Low   256Kbit/s 

SHELL ssh, telnet High     
BULK ftp, smtp Low     

DEFAULT Unclassified Medium     
Tab.1 Parameters of the QoS classes  
 
 
Before starting to configure the Zeroshell bridge to perform the QoS policies we want, 
you need to keep in mind the following concepts: 

• When a QoS class is applied to a network interface, the class only controls the 
outgoing traffic from the interface. On the incoming packets from an interface 
there is no control.  

• Looking at previously point, you could think that it is not possible to apply the 
QoS to the downstream traffic, but this is not quite true, because you can shape 
the incoming traffic from the interface ETH01 (looking at Figure 1) by controlling 
the outgoing traffic from the ETH00.  

In order to simplify the treatment of the implementation of the QoS transparent bridge, it 
is divided into the following sections:  

• Making the configuration permanent  
• Creating the bridge BRIDGE00(ETH00,ETH01)  
• Assigning the global bandwidth to the bridged interfaces  
• Creating the QoS classes  
• Adding QoS classes to the bridged interfaces  
• Binding the services to the QoS classes  
• Viewing the QoS statistics  

Making the configuration permanent 



So that the ZeroShell configuration becomes permanent and so it is also reloaded after 
the system reboot it is necessary to create and activate a database. If you use the Live 
Cd version you need to have at least a read/write storage device connected to an IDE, 
SATA, SCSI or USB interface. If instead you use the compact flash version you can 
store the database directly on it. Because their highest stability due to the presence of 
Journaling you should use an ext3 or ReiserFS filesystem. You can create and format 
the partitions by using directly the ZeroShell GUI, but you should be careful when the 
device contains important data. The steps to be performed to create and activate the 
database are the following ones:  

• From the section [Setup]->[Storage] select the partition in which create the 
database and press the button [create DB];  

• In the window that appears (look at the figure) insert a description for the 
database, type in and confirm the password for the user admin, verify that the IP 
address 192.168.0.75 is configured on the interface network ETH00 and set the 
Gateway Default to 192.168.0.254.  

• Press the button [create] to proceed to the database generation;  
• Activate the database selecting it and pressing the button [Activate]. The system 

will be restarted with the configuration (look at the figure).  

When you have finished this phase you can be sure that any next configuration will be 
permanently memorized.  

Creating the bridge BRIDGE00(ETH00,ETH01) 

Now you must create the BRIDGE00 interface and add to it the ETH00 and the ETH01 
network interfaces so that the layer 2 traffic can be forwarded between the interfaces. 
However, keep in mind that when an interface becomes member of a bridge, it 
automatically loses any IP and VLAN settings. This is a problem, as in our case, if the 
interface to be added to the bridge is the one through which we are connected to the 
Zeroshell web GUI. To get round that, a function of the console of Zeroshell called 
"Create a Bridge" allows to automatically migrate the configuration (IPs and VLANs) of 
the ethernet interface that is chosen by the operator to the new bridge interface. This 
method, that however supposes the possibility of accessing the system through the VGA 
or serial console, solves the problem and the connectivity is lost just for the time the 
bridge takes to be in the forwarding state (about 15 seconds).  
 
The steps needed to create the BRIDGE00(ETH00,ETH01) are the following ones:  

• Access the console menu and press the key "B" corresponding to the function 
"Create a Bridge". If you have not been already authenticated by the console 
then you will be asked for the admin password. Then press the key "y" to confirm 
to be aware of what you are doing. Choose the ETH00 interface pressing the key 
"1". 
The bridge has been now created and it has inherited the IP 192.168.0.75 from 
the ETH00. After a few seconds the connectivity between the browser in which 
you are using the web GUI and the Zeroshell box is established.  

• Now add the ETH01 interface to the BRIDGE00 bridge. For doing that, by using 
the web GUI, in the section [Setup]->[Network] press the button [Configure] 
related to the BRIDGE00 interface and move the ETH01 from the "Available 



Interfaces" list to the "Bridge Components" (look at the figure). Confirm by 
pressing the button [Confirm] and the interface ETH01 will be added to the bridge 
(look at the figure).  

Assigning the global bandwidth to the bridged 
interfaces 

Assigning the global bandwidth to each of the network interfaces involved in QoS is a 
fundamental operation for the correct work of the Quality of Service. In fact, since the 
system is not able to estimate dynamically the real bandwidth availability, it is necessary 
to indicate an estimate based on which the bandwidth will be distributed to the below 
QoS classes. Keep in mind that if the bandwidth actually available at a given moment is 
lower than the estimated one, the QoS at that moment doesn't work fine. 
 
The steps needed to assign the global bandwidth to the interfaces ETH00 and ETH01 
are the following ones:  

• From the section [QoS]->[Interface Manager] click on the button [Global 
Bandwidth] related to the ETH00 interface. In the form that appears (look at the 
figure) set the maximum and guaranteed bandwidth to 4Mbit/s and confirm by 
clicking on [Save] button;  

• Click on the [Global Bandwidth] related to the interface the ETH01 network 
interface and set the maximum and guaranteed bandwidth to 2Mbit/s.  

• To activate the global bandwidth settings click on the button [Activate last 
Changes].  

Creating the QoS classes 

Use the Class Manager from the section [QoS]->[Class Manager] (look at the figure) to 
create the QoS classes you need. Note that initially there is only the DEFAULT class in 
which unclassified traffic is sent. 
 
The steps to be performed to create the Qos classes are the following ones:  

• Click on the [New] button of the "Class Manager" and type the string VOIP as 
class name. Insert the description "Voice over IP" and then set the High priority 
and the Guaranteed Bandwidth to 1Mbit/s. Save the class by clicking on the 
[Save] button;  

• Create the class P2P by using the same procedure as in the previous step, with 
the description "File sharing peer to peer" and then set the Low Priority and the 
Guaranteed Bandwidth to 256Kbit/s;  

• Create the QoS class SHELL with the description "Interactive shell traffic" and 
High priority;  

• Create the QoS class BULK with the description "Large data transfer" and Low 
priority;  

You should not change the DEFAULT class's settings because we want that all the 
unclassified traffic has medium priority and this is already set for this class.  



Adding QoS classes to the bridged interfaces 

Now it is the moment to assign the QoS classes created in the previous steps to the 
network interfaces whose outgoing traffic you want to control. 
 
The steps to be performed to assign the QoS classes to the interfaces are the following 
ones:  

• From [QoS]->[Interface Manager] click the button [Add Class] related to the 
ETH00 interface. From the dialog window that appears (look at the figure) click 
the button [Add] for the VOIP, P2P, SHELL and BULK QoS classes;  

• Add the same classes to the ETH01 interface with the same procedure of the 
previous step;  

• Enable the Quality of Service for ETH00 and ETH01 by clicking on the related 
flags "On";  

• Save the changes by clicking on the button [Activate last Changes].  

Note that you have activated the QoS directly on the members (ETH00,ETH01) of the 
bridge and not on the BRIDGE00. 
 
At this point the QoS is working on the bridge, but all traffic is outgoing from the 
DEFAULT class because you haven't classified the traffic yet. In the next steps we will 
do that.  

Binding the services to the QoS classes 

To bind a service on which you want to apply the QoS to a class you have to use the 
Classifier. 
 
The steps to be performed to classify the traffic are the following ones:  

• Select the Classifier from the section [QoS]->[Classifier] (look at the figure). 
Press the [Add] button to insert the first rule in the classifier related to the P2P file 
sharing. In the dialog window which appears (look at the figure) enable all the 
peer-to-peer flags. Select the P2P target class and then click the button [Confirm] 
to confirm the rule;  

• Now is the time for the VoIP traffic to be classified. Start with the SIP protocol 
identifying it using the L7-filter and setting the VOIP QoS class as target (look at 
the figure). Using the same procedure, you should classify in the VOIP QoS class 
the H323, the Skype to Skype and the MSN Messenger protocols;  

• To classify the interactive traffic in the SHELL QoS class that has low latency use 
the characteristic of a ssh server that listens on the TCP port 22 and the telnet on 
the TCP port 23. You need four rules because the classifier must classify the 
packets with source or destination port equal to these values (22 and 23). This is 
an example of one of these four rules;  

• To classify the bulk traffic generated by the mail transfers use the characteristic 
that a smtp server listens on the port 25/TCP (look at the figure);  



• Although the FTP uses the port 21/TCP to exchange the commands, the 
transfers take place on random ports and therefore the easier way to classify 
them in the BULK class, it is by using the layer 7 filter (look at the figure).  

• Save and activate the rules that you have created by clicking on the button 
[Save].  

Note: classifying the traffic of the several services is one of the most complex operations 
involved during the building of a QoS system. It is not always easy to identify the type of 
connection by using as filter only parameters such as the IP addresses and the 
TCP/UDP port numbers. In fact, we have often used the Layer 7 filters (l7-filter project) 
which are able to inspect the payload of the packets using the regular expressions to 
classify the application layer traffic. However, you should not abuse in the use of the l7-
filter for two reasons. First, these types of checking, that applies regular expressions on 
the content of the packets, it is more CPU consuming than the filters on IP addresses 
and TCP/UDP ports and therefore they could not work fine on systems based on slow 
CPUs. The second one is that for some protocols the L7-filters have the problem of the 
overmatching that is when a packet that does not belong to a protocol is identified to be 
part of it. Generally, you should not use layer 7 filters when it is possible to identify a 
connection by using other types of conditions. Suppose, for example, that in your 
situation all the H.323 videoconferences take place by using the same MCU (Multipoint 
Conferencing Unit): in this case, instead to identify the H.323 connections with the L7-
filter, you could classify them with the MCU's IP address.  

Viewing the QoS statistics 

At this point, the QoS bridge is working and the traffic should be classified in the QoS 
classes you created. To be sure that the QoS classification works fine you can view the 
statistics from the section [QoS]->[Statistics] (look at the figure). For every interface for 
which the QoS is enabled you can see the associated QoS classes and for every class 
you can see the configuration (Priority, Maximum Bandwidth and Guaranteed 
Bandwidth) as well as the amount of bytes which are sent out from the class and the 
Rate, that is the number of bits per second that are transmitted from the class. In 
addition, it is possible to display the graphic relating to the outgoing traffic classified by 
traffic type. For further details click here. 

OpenDNS setup 
OpenDNS provides Internet users with a free Domain Name System service accessible 
from any host, regardless of the network IP address used to send the request. This DNS 
system is gaining popularity with millions of users since it offers a series of advantages 
not supplied by traditional DNS services offered by Internet Service Providers. 
This document lists the advantages of using OpenDNS and provides configuration 
instructions for Zeroshell Router/Firewall. Additionally, Zeroshell has an updater that 
updates OpenDNS with the dynamic IP assigned to the router. Thanks to this feature 
you can customize functions on the OpenDNS web dashboard to fully exploit the 
advanced features such as, for example, web content filter and parent control.  
 
This document is broken into the following sections:  



• OpenDNS to improve Web navigation response time  
• OpenDNS and Anti Phishing protection  
• Web content filter and parental control  
• Internet use statistics  
• URL spelling check  
• URL shortcuts  
• Setting up Zeroshell for OpenDNS  
• Setting the Dynamic DNS Updater for OpenDNS  
• Firewall setup to prevent non OpenDNS DNS use  

OpenDNS to improve Web navigation response time 

One of the reasons for slow web navigation and other Internet service use is slow DNS 
response speed. Having to satisfy such a large number of requests, OpenDNS has a 
extremely large and updated cache. This means that if a client asks for the resolution of 
a name in IP, OpenDNS most probably already knows the answer, without having to ask 
the authoritative DNS to receive it. Moreover, OpenDNS provides recursive DNS that 
can directly respond to client requests. Not having to receive responses for subsequent 
loops helps to reduce client wait time.  

OpenDNS and Anti Phishing protection 

One of the most dangerous navigation traps is called Phishing. A user may be tricked 
into providing sensitive data such as credit card information or online bank account login 
credentials on sites that appear to be the originals but are really only intended to acquire 
this information for illicit use. The names of these Phishing sites are almost exactly the 
same as the original ones to confuse users. They are opened by clicking hyperlinks in 
spam messages or by incorrectly entering address names in your web browser. 
Obviously, these sites do not use encrypted https protocol and thus the user doesn't 
even receive invalid digital certificate warnings. Since OpenDNS has a database that 
contains an accurate list of sites used for Phishing, it helps you to prevent Phishing since 
it blocks IP address resolution and thus its display.  

Web content filter and parental control 

Simply use the two DNS, 208.67.222.222 and 208.67.220.220 to use OpenDNS to 
improve response time and get anti Phishing ptotection without any other worries. 
However, you can create an OpenDNS account to open the web dashboard where you 
can set the service to best meet your needs and use advanced OpenDNS services. 
Specifically, you can filter websites dividing them into categories deemed inappropriate 
for your Internet users. For example, you can disable the resolution of site names 
classified as containing pornographic material, that discuss illegal subjects or social 
networks like Facebook or instant messaging just using the dashboard. In addition to 
controlling content using the default categories, you can setup your own blacklist and 
whitelist to block or permit access to certain sites. 
Obviously, if you want to use these advanced OpenDNS features, you must create a link 
between your personal OpenDNS account and internet users' IP addresses. If IP 
addresses are static, just set them on the Dashboard. Otherwise you can use a DNS 



updater for dynamic IP addresses to send IP address changes to the OpenDNS 
database. Zeroshell can perform these tasks and we will see how to set it up below.  

Internet use statistics 

One of the best ways to see which Internet services are most used on your LAN is to 
obtain statistics on domain resolution requests. Obviously, whatever the requested 
service is (WWW, e-mail, VoIP, etc.), it is hard to access services via the IP address, 
which is difficult to remember and may even change dynamically, but are almost always 
accessible via a hostname. 
OpenDNS lets you view domain access statistics. Remember that statistics must be 
activated on the dashboard following OpenDNS registration.  

URL spelling check 

Another helpful although unessential OpenDNS feature is the hostname spelling check. 
If you enter an inexistent URL, OpenDNS attempts to interpret the user's request and, 
when possible, automatically corrects it before responding with its web search page.  

URL shortcuts 

With an OpenDNS account you can create shortcuts on the dashboard to assign easy to 
remember nicknames to long and complex web addresses. You will be automatically 
redirected to the linked website when you enter the shortcuts in the browser address 
bar. This feature is not essential but may be a helpful web navigation tool.  

Setting up Zeroshell for OpenDNS 

In order to take advantage of OpenDNS features, simply add the two DNS 
(208.67.222.222 and 208.67.220.220) to the settings on each internet user client. 
Otherwise, you can set up the DHCP server to automatically set them. Another 
possibility, if you have a DNS server on your LAN, is to have the server work as a DNS 
cache set to use OpenDNS as Forwarders to resolve any non authoritative domain. This 
way, when the client response is not in the LAN DNS cache, just forwards the request to 
the OpenDNS server instead of ROOT DNS. In addition to having local cache, this 
solution lets you manage advanced OpenDNS features, creating a single account and 
and only updating the local DNS server IP address in the OpenDNS database. 

 
 



 
Setting up OpenDNS servers as DNS forwarders 

 
 
 
To set up the Zeroshell DNS server as described to use OpenDNS as forwarders, simply 
display the [DNS][Forwarders] section and update services with IP 208.67.222.222 and 
208.67.220.220 separated by a comma and specifying ANY as the domain. The result is 
the one illustrated above.  

Setting the Dynamic DNS Updater for OpenDNS 

At this point, once two DNS forwarders are set, OpenDNS is already used by LAN 
clients. However, as already mentioned, to use advanced services such as customized 
web filters and parent control, Internet access statistics and shortcuts, you must inform 
OpenDNS of the IP addresses used to send requests. If you have a static IP address, 
you only have to set it once on the OpenDNS dashboard while you should use a 
Dynamic DNS Updater for dynamic IP addresses.  
 



 
OpenDNS updater to keep dynamic IP addresses updated in the OpenDNS database. 

 
 
 
Zeroshell has a dynamic DNS client compatible with OpenDNS. To set it, simply select 
OpenDNS as the domain in the [DNS][Dynamic DNS] section (as illustrated above), 
enter your OpenDNS account username and password and activate the service.  

Firewall setup to prevent non OpenDNS DNS use 

If you intend to enable web filters to prevent access to certain site categories, you should 
make sure that the only DNS clients use is the Zeroshell one that uses OpenDNS as a 
forwarder. This way, users cannot change their client DNS to avoid restrictions. To do 
this, if Zeroshell is the Internet access default gateway or transparent bridge, block 
communications to port 53 UDP/TCP in the Firewall.  
 



 
Firewall settings to prevent DNS use other than OpenDNS. 

 
 
This block should be set in the FORWARD chain to process router traffic. The Zeroshell 
DNS server can still contact OpenDNS servers since traffic generated by a local process 
is not influenced by the FORWARD chain. 



Kerberos 5 authentication protocol 
One of the main problem in a LAN is that of recognizing (authenticating) with certainty, 
those users wishing to access the services offered: local and remote login sessions on 
Unix hosts or Windows workstations, access to IMAP or POP3 servers for checking e-
mail, are only some examples where the user must be authenticated prior to gaining 
access. On the other hand, even the servers offering such services must prove their 
identities to users: indeed, it would be unwelcome if a fake server, entered in a LAN by 
an intruder, stoles secrets from unaware users believing they had accessed the 
legitimate service. 

To solve such problems, Zeroshell uses the Kerberos 5 mutual authentication protocol 
(RFC 1510). It is a robust and increasingly widespread protocol, which through the use 
of tickets and authenticators, is able to provide the user with authenticated access to the 
services and to guarantee the authenticity of the same. 

Thanks to the use of Kerberos 5, Zeroshell can establish trust relationships with other 
realms (these are what the authentication domains in Kerberos 5 are called) and allow 
users in a domain to access the resources and services of another domain. In particular, 
the use of Kerberos 5 by Microsoft as the main authentication system in Active Directory, 
makes it possible to start trust relationships between the realms managed by Zeroshell 
and Windows domains (from Windows 2000 upwards): this way one can obtain complete 
integration between the Unix and Windows environments, since users can access both 
Unix and Windows services indifferently with a single Kerberos account. This integration 
between the two platforms is described in the Microsoft documents 

• Interoperability with RFC-1510 Kerberos implementations  
• Step-by-Step Guide to Kerberos 5 (krb5 1.0) Interoperability  

Another advantage of using Kerberos 5 is the Single Sign-On (SSO): the user enters the 
credentials (Username/Password) only once per work session by obtaining a ticket 
which allows access to the various services in a transparent manner and without having 
to re-authenticate.  

For greater details about kerberos protocol you can read Kerberos Tutorial  



LDAP and NIS directories 
Authentication is not the only mechanism involved in accessing the resources of a LAN: 
after having recognized a user as authentic, the user can not access all the services 
indiscriminately. An authorization mechanism for using the resources is required. On the 
other hand, if you look at the contents of file/etc/passwd of a Unix system, it does not 
just contain encrypted passwords (actually it often does not contain them), but also the 
user ID, group ID of the main group, description, home directory and user login shell. 
This information characterizes the user in the system, and in particular the UID and GID, 
if present in the ACLs (Access Control Lists) of a resource, authorize access to it. 
The technique of local files such as /etc/passwd and /etc/group is not applicable on large 
LANs since it is necessary to replicate the related entry for each workstation and server 
for a user or group to access. Should it later become necessary to modify the 
information for a user, for example their group or login shell, then the administrator will 
be forced to repeat the change for each host that the user can access. 

The solution to these problems was found with the development of the NIS (Network 
Information Service) protocol, also known as Sun Yellow Pages (YP). It allows the 
information contained in the file /etc/passwd, /etc/group, /etc/shadow to be centralized 
on a server, distributing them to clients via the network. At this point the administrator 
can enter, edit and delete the information just on the NIS server so that it is automatically 
available on all Unix nodes. 

In the past encrypted passwords contained in /etc/passwd or /etc/shadow were 
distributed by NIS, thus making it act as an authentication as well as authorization 
server. Nowadays, this technique is inapplicable because it involves moving the 
password over an open and insecure network where a sniffer could capture it and, with 
the processing power currently available, unencrypt it in a few machine hours. Therefore 
it is preferable to delegate the authentication job to a Kerberos server, which thanks to 
tickets and authenticators never puts user secrets over the network.  

The NIS operates on "flat" domains and is therefore unsuitable for large organizations 
which due to their nature may be organized hierarchically. In such cases, the use of the 
LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) protocol is increasingly widespread, 
allowing access to data organized in X500 directories. Generally an LDAP domain is 
made to correspond to the DNS domain of the structure which it must represent and 
break it down into Organization Units (OU) based on the natural subdivision of the 
organization. 

Unlike NIS, LDAP is expandable, which means that the type of data it can represent is 
not established beforehand by the protocol, but can be changed by the administrator by 
adding schemas. There are schemas for authorization, collecting user information 
(telephone, fax, e-mail, address etc.), localization of network printers, memorization of 
the DNS zones, SMTP routing for e-mail, RADIUS database and many others. Naturally, 
the schemas can be customized by the system administrator. 

Probably the best known directory consultable with LDAP is the Microsoft Active 
Directory present in the Windows domain controller. Thanks to the hierarchical nature of 
LDAP and the transitiveness of the trust relationships of the Kerberos 5 realm, Microsoft 



has managed to obtain an authentication, authorization and auditing system which is 
incredibly scaleable on large organizations since it naturally distributes the workload 
onto the subdomains making up the larger structure. 

Zeroshell uses LDAP to memorize the data relating to the DNS server zones, the 
attributes for the RADIUS server and authorizations for the users and hosts. It replies to 
LDAPv2 and LDAPv3 clients and contains the schemas for managing centralized 
Address Books (compatible with Netscape, Mozilla and Outlook). Zeroshell also 
responds to NIS client requests thus guaranteeing support for authorization requests for 
older hosts that do not have LDAP.  



X.509 certificates and Certification 
Authority 
The growing request for encrypted connections guaranteeing the confidentiality (no one 
besides the legitimate receiver can learn the contents) of data transmitted over the net, 
the veracity (electronic signature) and integrity (it is not possible to alter the contents by 
going between the two end-points of the communications) has led to the spread of 
asymmetric encrypted algorithms, better known as "public key algorithms". Unlike 
symmetrical key encryption, a pair of dual keys are used in the public key encryption: 
what is encrypted with one can be decrypted only with the other and vice versa. One of 
the two keys is called the private key and the other the public key. As the names suggest 
the private key is secret and therefore must be carefully guarded by its owner, instead 
the public key is distributed to contacts. 

If a user A wants to send secret data to a user B, then A must encrypt the data with B's 
public key since B is the only possessor of the corresponding private key for decryption. 
This solves the problem of confidentiality.  

Now let's suppose that user A wants to make sure that the received data are 
unequivocally from B and that they have not been tampered with along the way: B must 
calculate a hash of the data to be sent and encrypt it with its private key. When A 
receives the data and the encrypted hash, it decrypts the latter with B's public key and 
compare it with the hash that it itself calculates on the received data. If the two hashes 
are the same then A can be sure of the identity of B and the integrity of the data. In 
particular, if the data sent by B to A are an electronic document, then the above 
procedure is known as "digital signature".  

Asymmetric encryption is as stronger as the higher certainty is that the public key 
possessed actually belongs to the contact the messages are sent to, or the origin of 
which needs to be authenticated. The best thing to do is to personally exchange public 
keys, but in a large organization this is not always possible. This results in the need to 
equip such organizations with a PKI (Public Key Infrastructure). PKIs are based on the 
use of certificates, i.e. digital signed documents which contain the identification data of 
the user (or server), its public key and the identification of the certification authority 
which signs the certificate. Naturally, the Certification Authority (abbreviated as CA) 
which signs the certificates must be trusted and its public key distributed in a secure 
manner.  

Zeroshell implements a CA for issuing and managing X509 v3 digital certificates. In 
particular it makes it possible to:  

• generate couples of 512, 1024 and 2048 bit RSA keys;  
• generate X509.v3 certificates related to users and servers;  
• renew a certificate;  
• export a certificate (with or without the related private key) in PEM, DER and 

PKCS#12 formats;  
• revoke a certificate before its expiration;  



• manage the CRL (Certificate Revocation List), i.e. the list of revoked certificates 
signed by the CA;  

• generate the private key and the certificate of the Certificate Authority if it is a 
Root CA or import it if it is an intermediate CA;  

With the use of X.509 v3 certificates and the SSL (Secure Socket Layer) protocol, 
initially developed by Netscape but in the 3.0 version it was standardized by IETF and 
called TLS 1.0 (Transport Layer Security), it is possible to create end-to-end tunnels 
based on the TCP transport level and obtain a secure session level. Examples of 
session protocols encapsulated in SSL tunnels include: https (secure http), imaps 
(secure IMAP), telnets (secure telnet), smtps (secure SMTP), ldaps (secure LDAP), 
pop3s (secure pop3) and nntps (secure USENET transport protocol). The TLS protocol 
is not limited to encrypting the data passing in the tunnels, but when requested, it also 
guarantees the authenticity of the client and server (mutual authentication). It may then 
be seen that the asymmetrical algorithms have a much greater computational complexity 
compared to symmetrical ones. For this reason in the SSL protocol, thanks to an initial 
exchange of asymmetrically encrypted data, clients and servers agree on a symmetrical 
algorithm and on the relevant key with which to encrypt the remainder of the 
conversation.  

Zeroshell uses SSL/TLS for the following purposes:  

• to create secure sessions with https between the Zeroshell host and the host 
where the web browser runs used to access the administration interface;  

• in the 802.1x protocol via RADIUS to authenticate Wireless connections with 
EAP-TLS and PEAP;  

• to encapsulate Ethernet frames in encrypted tunnels thus creating lan-to-lan 
VPNs;  

• to authenticate IPsec connection in which L2TP tunnels are incapsulated to 
create L2TP/IPsec host-to-lan Road Warrior VPNs;  



Authentication on Wireless networks 
with 802.1x, WPA and WPA2 
WiFi networks are affected by unauthorized access problems much more than cable 
networks. This is obvious if you think about that fact that to access the latter a physical 
access point is required (RJ45 socket), in wireless networks you just have to be within 
the coverage range to access it. An initial solution to the problem was WEP (Wired 
Equivalent Privacy). However, this method, associated with the presence of symmetrical 
encrypted keys on both the Access Points and all the clients authorized for access, gave 
network administrators the job of periodically changing these keys and communicating 
the change to all users. The result was that the WEP keys remained unchanged for long 
periods of time, making the network insecure.  

The 802.1x protocol introduced authentication and support for dynamic management of 
the WEP keys. This way, once the client is authenticated the keys that the wireless 
traffic is encrypted with are automatically supplied and changed even more than once 
during a work session. The validity period of the keys is short enough to make them 
difficult to determine by an intruder attempting an attack.  

From a practical point of view, the 802.1x protocol is none other than the EAP 
(Extensible Authentication Protocol) authentication frame used to authenticate point to 
point connections, adapted to run on Ethernet frames instead of PPP packets. For this 
reason the 802.1x protocol is also known as EAPoL (EAP over LAN). 

In EAP terminology the entities that play a role during the authentication process include: 
the supplicant, i.e. the client asking to access the network; the authenticator which in 
wireless networks coincides with the Access Point; the authentication server which 
checks whether the users are really who they say they are. The authentication server is 
often one and the same as the RADIUS server, while the authenticator is what is defined 
as NAS (Network Access Server) in the RADIUS protocol.  

As mentioned above EAP is only an authentication frame which gives the supplicant and 
authentication server the task of establishing the actual authentication method to use. It 
may be seen that the Access Point is transparent from this standpoint, since its only job 
is to forward the packets from the supplicant via EAPoL to the RADIUS server and 
encapsulate them in IP (the RADIUS server can be reached by the wired part of the AP) 
and vice versa.  

The Zeroshell RADIUS server supports the authentication methods described below 
because they include those which provide a greater guarantee of security and are 
supported by most supplicants.  

• EAP-TLS which use TLS for mutual authentication between supplicant and 
Access Point. Both the RADIUS server and supplicant must have a private key 
and relevant X509 certificate. Aside from the task of having to equip each user 
with a certificate, this is certainly the most secure and convenient authentication 
method, since no user password needs to be entered.  



• PEAP (Protected EAP) which instead uses TLS to authenticate the Access Point 
and establish an encrypted tunnel where MS-CHAPv2 is used to authenticate the 
supplicant with a username and password. The advantage of this method is that 
only the RADIUS server needs to have the server certificate and private key, 
while the user uses the same password used to authenticate with Kerberos 5 on 
the other network services.  

Apparently, with EAP-TLS just as with PEAP, the Access Points do not prove their 
identities to supplicants since they are not supplied with a certificate and private key. 
Actually this is not the case since the Access Points share a secret with the RADIUS 
which makes them trusted for it. This trust makes it possible for a supplicant which trusts 
a RADIUS (thanks to TLS) to also trust Access Points.  

In addition to the 802.1x protocol, in Access Points which manage multi SSID mapped 
on tagged 802.1Q VLAN, Zeroshell supports the association on a particular VLAN based 
on the username supplied in the certificate CN if the authentication is EAP-TLS, on the 
username supplied by the supplicant in the case of PEAP, on the user belonging to a 
group for which a VLAN has been assigned and on the client MAC Address if the 
previous methods do not define a VLAN.  



Captive Portal for HotSpot authentication 
In some circumstances, the protocols to protect the Layer 2 of the wireless network, 
such as WPA or WPA2 are not applicable because they are not easy to configure for the 
end users if the help desk is unavailable. On the other hand, you can use these 
protocols only if the hardware (access-points and network cards) and the operating 
systems support them. In other cases, you need to protect not only the wireless 
accesses but the wired ones too. The solution to these problems can be to move the 
control of the accesses from Layer 2 to Layer 3 of the network for example by using a 
Captive Portal. With this technique the user has to insert his credentials (username and 
password or electronic certificate) in his web browser to be authorized to use the 
network.  

A Captive Portal consists in a gateway that is the default router for the subnet to protect. 
Such gateway blocks IP packets destined towards the outside and captures the http and 
https requests on TCP ports 80 and 443 redirecting them to a web server (called 
Authentication Server) that show to the user an authentication page. If the user insert the 
right credentials, the Authentication Server communicates to the gateway that the host of 
the user is authorized and the gateway forwards the packets outside of the protect 
network. ZeroShell implements a Captive Portal in native way, without using other 
software such as NoCatAuth, NoCatSplash or Chillispot. The main features of the 
Captive Portal of ZeroShell are described below:  

• it allows to make a multigateway structure in which an only Authentication Server 
can supply weblogin authentication to more Gateway. The Authentication Server 
and the gateway can coexist on the same machine;  

• the Captive Gateway can work either in routed mode or in bridged mode (or 
transparent mode):  

o in routed mode the gateway must necessarily be the default router for the 
subnet protected by the Captive Portal. In this way only the IP packets 
can be forwarded from a net to the other if the authentication happens 
correctly, while the other protocols that are encapsulated directly in the 
layer 2 such as IPX, Appletalk, Netbeui and the level 2 broadcast remain 
isolated;  

o in bridged mode instead, the Captive Gateway works as bridge between 2 
or more interfaces (also VPN site-to-site) of which one protect from 
weblogin. With this modality whichever type of protocol and the broadcast 
can be forwarded if the authentication succeeds. In bridged mode (or 
transparent mode) the protected network can share with the rest of the 
LAN the subnet, the default router and the DHCP server allowing a client 
to have always the same IP address on the protected and on the 
unprotected network;  

• the Captive Portal can be activated to also protect a VLAN 802.1Q instead that 
an entire network interface;  

• all the interactions between the user's web browser and the Authentication 
Server are encrypted using https to avoid that the credentials can be captured on 
the net;  

• the clients are identified by their IP and MAC address. However, these two 
parameters can easily be spoofed. In order to solve later problem, the Captive 



Gateway requires that the user's web browser have an authenticator, that is an 
encrypted message generated by the Authentication Server and that periodically 
has to be renewed and sent to the gateway. The authenticator is encrypted using 
AES256 encryption algorithm and cannot easily be counterfeited before it 
expires. The validity of the authenticator can be configured by the administrator. 
Notice that the management of the authenticator is transparent to the end user of 
the Captive Portal that could ignore its presence.  

• the Authentication Server is able to validate the credentials of the users using the 
local Kerberos 5 database, an external Kerberos 5 KDC and cross-authentication 
between Kerberos V realms. Notice that, Windows Active Directory domain users 
are Kerberos 5 authenticated and therefore you can authorize them to use the 
network using web login authenticated with the Active Directory KDC. 
The user has the possibility to choose the correct domain (or realm) by selecting 
it from a list in the web login page or using an username of the form 
Username@Domain. 
Starting with the release 1.0.beta6 of ZeroShell, the Captive Portal is able to 
authenticate the users by using external RADIUS servers and X.509 certificates. 
The latest feature allows to use the Smart Cards for network login with Captive 
Portal.  

• it is possible to declare a list of free clients for which authentication is not 
required;  

• it is possible to define a list of free services supplied by external servers that the 
clients can use without authentication;  

• the web login page and the language to use during the authentication phase can 
be configured by the administrator;  

• after the authentication, a popup window appears to the user to guarantee the 
renewing of the authenticator and to allow him to force a disconnection request 
by clicking a button. ZeroShell uses special techniques in order to avoid that the 
anti-popup systems, that are present in the most browsers, block this window 
causing a premature disconnection due to the expiration of the authenticator;  

In the next releases the accounting will be managed and will allow to know the duration 
and traffic of a user's connection. 



Virtual Private Network (VPN) 

Host to LAN VPN 

The increasing mobility of users of an organization together with the need of these users 
to access their LAN as if they were physically connected even when far from their 
offices, has lead to the development of host to LAN VPNs. This type of connection 
includes an encrypted tunnel which, via Internet, connects the external client to a VPN 
server inside the LAN. A point to point connection is started within this tunnel with the 
two ends assigned IP addresses belonging to the organization. By doing this the remote 
client appears inside the firewall and can thus dialog with the LAN hosts without the risk 
of being filtered.  

To implement this type of VPN Zeroshell uses the PPTP (Point to Point Tunneling 
Protocol) protocol encrypting data with MPPE (Microsoft Point to Point Encryption). 
Authentication is via RADIUS in MS-CHAP2 with the same username and password 
used to authenticate for the Kerberos 5 services. This type of VPN was selected 
because for the PPTP there are clients for every platform and most Microsoft systems 
already include an integrated support.  

It is important to remember that if a firewall needs to be configured, that the PPTP listens 
on the TCP 1723 port (control port) and uses the GRE (Generic Routing Encapsulation) 
protocol to encapsulate traffic. For information on the PPTP protocol see the FAQ at 
Microsoft's URL Point-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP) FAQ  

LAN to LAN VPN 

The presence of branch offices within an organization, combined with the high cost of 
dedicated communication lines has lead to the necessity of using Internet as a medium 
for data exchange. On the other hand, since the public network is open and insecure, it 
does not guarantee confidentiality for the data travelling on it. Thus the generalization of 
the VPN model seen in the previous paragraph is used.  

A lan-to-lan (or site-to-site) VPN is an encrypted tunnel which connects two LANs 
(geographically separated) via the Internet. In others words a VPN can be thought of as 
a virtual cable linking two LANs: it does not matter how many routers are necessary to 
cross over the Internet, the two LANs will appear separated by a single network 
segment.  

VPN tunnels can be classified based on whether they contain encapsulated Layer 2 
(Data Link) packets or Layer 3 (Network) packets. In the first case the two LANs are 
generally bridged and thus any level 3 protocol (IP, IPX, Apple Talk) can pass through 
them. Naturally the level 2 broadcast also propagates between the 2 LANs. 
Instead, in the second type of VPN, a single Layer 3 protocol can transit (generally IP) 
and the traffic is routed via static routes. From this it is possible to deduce that the two 
LANs must belong to separate subnets.  



Different standard protocols exist for constructing VPNs. The best known for IP type 
VPNs is definitely IPSEC where for each single packet the header is authenticated by 
the AH protocol and the payload encrypted by the ESP protocol. However, the fact of 
encrypting the payload, also containing the source and destination port number of the 
TCP/UDP transmission level, creates problems for intermediate routers effecting NAT. 
These latter, furthermore, generate checksum errors for the AH authentication protocol 
by changing the packet source IP. The solution, known as NAT Traversal (NAT-T), is 
generally to encapsulate IPSEC into UDP datagrams on port 4500. Another problem of 
IPSEC is that in order to be able to authenticate and encrypt the packets a key 
exchange structure called IKE (Internet Key Exchange) is required. This server, which 
replies on the UDP 500 port, generally supports authentication with preshared keys or 
with X.509 certificates.  

Zeroshell prefers to encapsulate Ethernet datagrams in TLS tunnels authenticated via 
X509 certificates on both endpoints as a solution to the site-to-site VPNs. This non-
standardized solution requires the use of a Zeroshell box in both LANs or another 
system using the OpenVPN opensource software. This solution has been chosen 
because it has the following advantages:  

• By creating an Ethernet (Layer 2) connection between the two LANs, in addition 
to routing, bridging of the networks is made possible guaranteeing the passage 
of any level 3 protocol (IP, IPX, Apple Talk);  

• The 802.1Q VLAN protocol is supported. This means that if a network is broken 
into Virtual LANs, the latter can also be transported on the peer network with a 
single VPN tunnel;  

• Bonding of two or more VPNs is supported in load balancing or fault tolerance 
configuration. This means, for example, that if there are two or more ADSL 
connections, a VPN can be created for each connection and they can be 
combined increasing the band or reliability  

• Thanks to the LZO real-time compression algorithm, data is compressed in an 
adaptive manner. In other words, compression only occurs when the data on the 
VPN really can be compressed;  

• The use of TLS tunnels on TCP or UDP ports makes it possible to transit the 
router where the NAT is enabled without problems.  



Firewall SPI and Packet Filter 
Zeroshell, by using the Netfilter and Linux iptables, can be configured to act as a firewall 
protecting the LAN from attacks and port scans from the WAN. Zeroshell can operate as 
both a Packet Filter, i.e. filtering based on the conditions (rules) set on the packet 
headers, and as a Stateful Packet Inspection (SPI) i.e. filtering the packets based on 
their correlation with already opened connections or other already transited packets.  

The rules are collected in lists called chains. The preset chains include the INPUT chain 
whose rules apply to packets input in the Zeroshell box and directed to its local 
processes; the OUTPUT chain, the rules of which are applied to the packets output by 
the box and generated by local processes; the FORWARD chain which is applied to 
packets in transit in the box and thus destined to undergo routing or bridging. It should 
be observed that in the latter case it is possible to establish whether the rule must only 
be applied to packets in routing, only to packets in bridging or indifferently to one and the 
other. In order to make the programming of the firewall rules more modular, new lists 
(user defined chains) may be created which can be the target of the preset ones or 
others set by the administrator.  

The possible targets, i.e. the actions to be carried out on a packet where it meets the 
criteria defined in the rules, include:  

• ACCEPT: the packet passes the firewall and continues on towards its 
destination;  

• DROP: the packet is dropped and therefore never reaches its destination. The 
sender is not sent a message indicating a failure to deliver;  

• REJECT: like DROP, only the sender will receive an ICMP selected by the 
administrator warning of the failure to deliver;  

• CHAIN: in this case a user defined chain is specified which will take control. If the 
packet does not meet the criteria of any rule, control returns to the calling chain;  

• RETURN: control returns to the calling chain or if the RETURN is invoked by a 
preset chain, the packet follows the default policy.  

For the preset chains the so-called Default Policy is set which can be ACCEPT or DROP 
and is applied to packets which do not meet any rule.  

The packet filter type criteria include:  

• Input: represents the network interface from which the packet enters the firewall. 
It can be an ethernet interface, VPN, point-to-point, a bridge, a bond or a 802.1Q 
VLAN applied to one of the previous interfaces;  

• Output: represents the network interface from which the packet leaves the 
firewall. It can be an ethernet interface, VPN, point-to-point, a bridge, a bond or a 
802.1Q VLAN applied to one of the previous interfaces;  

• Source IP: represents the source IP address of the packet. It can be expressed 
in the form of the single IP, subnet or interval;  

• Destination IP: represents the destination IP address of the packet. It can be 
expressed in the form of the single IP, subnet or interval;  



• Fragments: indicates that it involves the second or subsequent fragment of an IP 
packet;  

• Source MAC: indicates the source MAC address of the packet;  
• Protocol Matching: these are filters on layer 4 (transport) and depending on the 

protocol selected. In particular in the case of TCP they include: source port, 
destination port, options and connection flags (SYN, ACK, FIN, RST, URG, 
PSH);  

• Time Matching: represents the time and day of the week in which the filter is 
applied.  

The Stateful Packet Inspection criteria include:  

• NEW: this is a packet belonging to a new connection in layer 4;  
• ESTABLISHED: this is a packet belonging to an already established connection;  
• RELATED: this is a packet correlated to an already established connection; 

Generally it is an ICMP;  
• INVALID: this is an incorrectly formed packet;  

It should be observed that each criteria can be negated and that the packet filter criteria 
can operate at the same time as SPI criteria, making the firewall rules very flexible.  

 


